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Welcome to the October Bulletin. We are now
racing towards the end of this rather peculiar year
and I do hope that you have been able to have a
break from the pressures of work whether at
home or away. I was fortunate to have a holiday
in France where wearing masks and showing one’s
‘pass sanitaire’ seemed to be the new normal while
stepping out and about. I suspect I am not alone in
feeling rather uncomfortable returning to travel
and leisure in many settings in the UK where
masks seemed to be optional to the point of almost
disappearing. Does this take our focus away from
the need to perhaps maintain some caution and
vigilance in a day-to-day situation that is anything
but normal?
Joining the long queues for petrol also added
to the somewhat surreal return from the late
summer break. Will the problems with various
supply chains be even more far-reaching and how
will this affect our pathology work in caring for
patients? We will certainly watch the unfolding
situation and we aim to report back with a review
in the January 2022 Bulletin.
The theme for this October issue is cancer:
the innovative role of pathology – a topic that is
certainly getting some deserved focus. I am really
pleased that colleagues from the National Cancer
Research Institute (NCRI) agreed to set the scene
(pp 460–461) introducing a range of articles showcasing advances and the role of pathology in
precision diagnosis (pp 476–485), screening and
prevention (pp 464–466), and immunotherapy
(pp 472–475) in the bespoke management of
patients.
It is also good to hear about the role of the
NCRI in steering initiatives towards developing
international consensus guidance for pathology
in oncology clinical trial protocols. Progress has
been made despite the global pandemic, with the
now familiar acknowledgement that improved
communication supporting remote working, born
out of necessity, has expedited many advances. The
cancer backlog certainly needs much more attention with some staggering predictions around
pathology resources, investment and workforce
needed to support ongoing efforts to address this.
Digital pathology will clearly be an evermore
important tool going forward but requires appropriate support for effective implementation with
attention to the needs of trainees (pp 508–510).
International Pathology Day this year (p 504)
will explore collaborations between higherand middle- to lower-income countries that will
October 2021
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support the implementation of digital pathology
and artificial intelligence (AI) solutions in the
laboratory. In the future, AI algorithms may help
optimise the allocation of more appropriate genotyped blood for patients at risk of forming red
cell antibodies, enabling more targeted blood
collection from the donor pool (pp 495–497).
Patient safety remains at the forefront of the
College’s activities and is reflected in articles on
best practice guidance to create a single set of
standards for delivering infection services (p 487),
agreement with the Care Quality Commission to
share information on safety risks (pp 488–489)
with trainees also actively involved, and sharing
top tips for running successful national audit
projects (pp 506–508). Better support for trainees
is also an important theme in this issue, with a
focus on how trainee workloads have met College
guidance in the face of various current challenges
(pp 512–514), the impact of encouraging rest and
reducing excessive pressure (pp 510–511), and
avoiding burnout (pp 493–495).
Our College essay prizes continue to showcase the enthusiasm and interest in pathology
among undergraduates (pp 489–490) and Foundation doctors (pp 490–491). National Pathology
Week (NPW) 2021 runs from 1 to 7 November
with the apt theme of ‘All Together Now’ (pp
498–499). We invite healthcare teams, medical
students, schools, community groups and families
to explore the role of teamwork and the expertise across our 17 pathology specialties towards
diagnosis, treatment and disease prevention.
Finally, our 2022 Bulletins will celebrate the
College’s Diamond Jubilee and the achievements
of pathologists across all our specialties. I look
forward to your contributions.
Dr Shubha Allard
Bulletin Editor
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From the President
Hello again. I hope you had a good summer.
Welcome to the October 2021 Bulletin, which is
the last Bulletin of this year and the last one before
we enter our 60th jubilee year in 2022. A lot has
happened since I last wrote in July.

COVID-19 backlog

Professor Mike Osborn
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Currently, one of the biggest issues in healthcare
relates to the COVID-19 backlog. While much
of the media coverage about this has focused on
cancer treatment, this backlog is affecting all areas
of healthcare and all of our pathology specialties.
There are a variety of projections as to how
long dealing with this backlog may take the NHS.
The statistic that we as a College have been using in
our discussions is from Macmillan Cancer Support
(based on analysis of Public Health England’s
figures) who project that it will take up to 15
months to address just the cancer backlog and only
then if the system operates consistently at 110%.
Unfortunately, as you will be aware, the system
at present is unable to operate at even 100% in
many areas due to the constraints of COVID-19
infection control precautions and other COVID19-related factors.
In addition to the backlog in direct healthcare
provision, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused
significant issues in other areas that affect us as
professionals, particularly around the training
of junior doctors, laboratory staff and other
colleagues. There were substantial workforce
issues in pathology well before the pandemic,
as well as other issues that affected our working
lives, such as poor-quality IT and LIMS provision.
These issues have not gone away and have only
been intensified by COVID-19 and the associated
backlog.
Many members have raised concerns around
these issues and how they can be addressed.
Members have also highlighted concerns around
the COVID-19 mega labs and other infrastructure, which were set up to help deal with the
pandemic, and how they may be used in future in
the provision of pathology services.
All these concerns are extremely valid.
Pathology has suffered from chronic underinvestment for decades, with a significant impact on our
workload and working lives.
With this in mind, the College has been
working extremely hard, in all four nations, to
highlight these issues to policymakers and the
relevant NHS, training and other bodies. We want
all pathology specialties to have the resources
they need to provide the highest possible quality
healthcare to our patients.
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Highlighting the need for investment
The College is a member of the Academy of Medical
Royal Colleges (AoMRC), the umbrella organisation for all medical royal colleges. The government
tends to focus their liaisons with the medical
profession through the Academy. On 8 September,
I met Sajid Javid, the Secretary of State for Health
and Social Care, through the AoMRC. This was
an opportunity to discuss the need for increased
resources for pathology to meet the long-term
staffing crisis and address the high workload of our
members. Mr Javid was extremely receptive to the
points I raised and has suggested further meetings
through the AoMRC, which will include us. I was
extremely encouraged by this first meeting and
hope that we can work with the Secretary of State
successfully to ensure we have the tools we need to
best do our jobs.
I also met Amanda Pritchard – the new Chief
Executive of NHS England (NHSE) who replaced
Simon Stevens in the summer – and I have met
and have further meetings planned with Jeremy
Hunt MP (Chair of the Health & Social Care Select
Committee). Again, I raised issues around resources
for pathology and genomics. In addition to these
meetings, on 8 September, I gave a tour of my laboratory and the entire pathology department to the
then health minister Jo Churchill MP, once more
raising the issues of staffing and resources for
pathology.
Meetings have continued with Steve Powis
(Medical Director of NHSE) and his team, as well
as Chris Whitty (Chief Medical Officer of NHSE)
and others involved in high-level decision-making
relating to the NHS. This included the chairs of
the integrated care system (ICS), who are responsible for health provision regionally in England,
and Sir Mike Richards, who is charged with rolling
out community diagnostic hubs. We welcomed
the announcement that 40 new hubs will open
across England, bringing diagnostic services closer
to patients. Investment in these new diagnostic
hubs, with sufficient resources in terms of staffing,
IT provision and connectivity with other systems
(such as GP practices), will support their successful
introduction. There will also need to be further
expansion of the pathology workforce, and new
ways of working, to manage the increase in referrals for further investigative tests from the hubs.
All these meetings have been very useful in
raising the profile of all our pathology specialties
and highlighting our workforce, funding and
training needs. In these meetings and others, I have
highlighted how any future use of the infrastructure set up to deal with the COVID-19 pandemic
must not lead to fragmented pathology services.
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Jo Churchill MP
observing first-hand
the work undertaken
by pathology and
laboratory staff.

Any future plans must ensure that patient-facing
pathology specialties can continue with appropriate patient interaction and training is prioritised.
By highlighting the role of pathology and its
importance, together with its history of chronic
under-resourcing, I am confident our voice is being
heard. While we may not receive all the funding
or resources we might desire, I believe we are in
a good place to receive a significant amount from
the increased resources recently promised by the
government to the NHS. I also appreciate that much
of what I have said relates predominantly to NHSE
but that we are a College that represents all four
nations. Please rest assured the College is working
very hard to engage with governments and r elevant
NHS bodies in all our devolved nations.
I would like to thank all the Chairs of the
devolved nations for their hard work in this regard.
Through the Chairs we have been in communication with and are working to organise meetings with
Robin Swann MLA (Minister for Health, Northern
Ireland), Eluned Morgan MS (Minister for Health
& Social Services, Wales) and Hamza Yousaf MSP
(Cabinet Secretary for Health & Social Care, Scotland), as well as the Chief and Deputy Medical
Officers of the devolved nations. We have also been
in discussion with the relevant NHS training and
education organisations in all our home nations.
Lobbying governments and policymakers is
clearly a work in progress but we are being heard
and we will continue to be very active in this area to
raise the issues that you, our members, highlight as
important to you, and us all, as a profession.

Genomics roll-out
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Genomics is a very rapidly developing area, both
in terms of whole genome testing and testing of
solid tumours. It offers huge potential, for example,
in tailoring treatments specifically to each patient
to maximise responses and improve outcomes. As
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a College, we are keen to embrace the advances in
genomics and to support the widespread roll out of
genomics testing around England via the Genomic
Laboratory Hubs and the associated Genomic Medicine Service. However, you, our members, have
raised significant concerns to us around the implementation of genomics.
Many of these concerns echo those I have
described and centre around insufficient workforce
and increased workload, particularly given that
much of this extra work appears to be unfunded at
present. In England, particular concerns relate to
the speed of the proposed roll out and to the need
to set up complex new tissue pathways involving
additional fresh samples to facilitate this increased
genomics activity. These are all very real issues that
must be addressed if the expansion of genomics is to
be as successful as we all hope it will be. The College
is very conscious of these challenges, and we have
been working extremely hard to ensure pathology
and pathologists are involved in this expanded
genomic roll-out at the highest level.
To this end, we have set up a group (the Cellpath
Genomics Focus Group) consisting of genomics
representatives from the devolved nations and
pathology leads of all the genomics hubs in
England. Working with the College’s Working
Group on Cancer Services, this group provides
up-to-date information and shares good practice
from centres around the UK. They have surveyed
members to improve our understanding of the
issues and needs of our members and have started
a variety of government-funded audit projects to
further assess the service and issues with the roll
out. All these activities help, and will continue to
help, inform the College’s response to the development of genomics nationally.
Through the hard work of these groups led by
Professor Sarah Coupland, Professor Louise Jones
and Dr Michael Eden, we have already had great
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to healthcare provision, particularly around acute
services. This is testament to the expertise of the
College members whose advice was sought on this
issue and without whom we could not have overcome this problem. Thank you to all involved. The
College, ACB and IBMS hope to take ownership of
the best practice guidelines produced and continue
to update them for the benefit of our members and
all professionals working in this field.

Patient Safety Awareness Week

Professor Mike Osborn
hosted Jo Churchill
MP on a tour of the
pathology laboratories
at Northwest
London Pathology
Department at
Imperial College
NHS Trust.

success in getting pathology and pathologists
recognised and involved. From almost no voice in
genomics, we now have representation on most of
the significant committees involved in the roll-out.
In addition to these advances, on 28 September
we had a very successful meeting with Dame Sue
Hill, Chief Scientific Officer for England, who is
leading this project in England. As a result of this
meeting, a ‘Task and Finish’ group to lead the
English roll out of genomics is being formed, which
Sue and I will chair. This will allow pathologists to
help steer this exciting development in pathology
services and help us try to ensure we have the
resources we need to provide excellent patient care
successfully. Again, I am aware that much of what
I have discussed is focused on England; however,
the College is very conscious of this and is working,
through our representation in the devolved
nations, to ensure we make a similar contribution to genomics and its expansion throughout the
country, and lessons are learned across the UK.

Blood tube shortage
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On a more acute footing, the College has been
working extremely closely with colleagues in the
Association for Clinical Biochemistry and Laboratory Medicine (ACB), the Institute of Biomedical
Science (IBMS) and the National Blood Transfusion Committee (NBTC), together with NHS bodies
and others, to mitigate the issues resulting from the
Becton Dickinson blood specimen collection (blood
tube) supply disruption incident, which began in
August this year. Working through the Clinical
Reference Group set up by NHSE to deal with this,
we were able to provide expert advice to organisations hit by this issue to help them maximise the
use of the reduced supply of consumables available. This involved producing guidelines on how
to reduce demand for products not simply through
reduced testing but, more importantly, through
sensible use and ensuring best practice. Through
the timely involvement of the College and other
professional bodies, the disruption in supply of
consumables has so far led to minimum disruption
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As our work on the blood tubes incident demonstrates, patient care and safety are key areas for
the College as we work with our members to
improve the services they deliver to patients. To
mark World Patient Safety day on 17 September,
the Professionalism Directorate launched Patient
Safety Awareness Week, which ran from 17 to 23
September. Throughout the week, activities and
resources were shared on our website to encourage
open workplace discussions and help members
adopt a safer culture in the workplace, ultimately
leading to improved patient safety and outcomes.
Thank you to the Professionalism Directorate for
developing the resources and all our members who
participated and supported us during the week. You
can still get involved now and access the resources
online.

Opportunities to join the College
Finally, the College is recruiting two co-opted trustees to join our Trustee Board. College members
and trainees who are based in the UK are eligible to
apply. The recruitment forms part of the College’s
drive to bring more diversity of perspective to our
Board and we encourage all members and trainees,
who fulfil the eligibility criteria, to apply. We especially welcome applications from people from
low socioeconomic backgrounds, Black, Asian
and minority ethnic communities, the LGBTQ+
community, disabled people and younger people,
as these groups are currently under-represented on
our Board. The closing date for applications is 5pm
on Thursday 21 October and further details on how
to apply can be found on our website.

Working for our members
I appreciate members often wonder ‘what does
the College do for me?’ I hope that in this editorial
I have given you a glimpse of the ways in which
the College is focusing on making the needs of
its members our prime directive. By advocating
strongly for resources, by providing support and
guidance, especially in the face of unexpected
adversities, and by working to champion inclusivity and diversity, I hope you will agree that the
College is trying to do what our members ask of us.
Professor Mike Osborn
President
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CANCER: THE INNOVATIVE ROLE OF
PATHOLOGY
Pathology in cancer diagnosis
and treatment: challenges
and opportunities

T

his issue focuses on cancer care and details the varied roles of pathologists in the
diagnosis and treatment of cancer. In this article, Dr Kendall and Dr Robinson discuss
the challenges facing pathologists and the opportunities for improving patient care.

Dr Tim Kendall

Dr Max Robinson

Workload and COVID-19
The diverse disciplines within pathology have
always been central to the diagnosis and treatment
of patients with cancer. However, a Cancer Research
UK report from October 20201 estimated that the
histopathology workforce needs to increase by 45%
by 2029 to meet the needs of the projected increase
in cancer workload and case complexity.
The existing workload pressures and the need to
adapt conventional workflows to precision medicine approaches have been exacerbated by the
efforts now required to address the backlog of work
as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this
issue of the Bulletin, Professor Antonio Pagliuca (pp
469–472) reflects on the challenges the Anthony
Nolan charity faced during the pandemic and its
continued impact on research and clinical care in
complex diseases.

Clinical trials and the SPIRIT-Path project
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The 2013 SPIRIT (Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials) statement
provides evidence-based recommendations for the
minimum content of clinical trial protocols and is
widely endorsed as an international standard for
use by protocol authors.2 Specific protocol elements
not fully covered by the SPIRIT statement have
been addressed by extensions to the statement, for
example, covering the use of artificial intelligence
in trials. Pathological confirmation of diagnosis is
often required for trial eligibility, particularly in
trials of cancer therapeutics, and is still assumed
to be the gold standard despite the inherent subjectivity in practice that has neither been codified nor
formalised.
In May 2019, the Cellular and Molecular
Pathology Initiative (CMPath), under the auspices of
the National Cancer Research Institute, commenced
the SPIRIT-Path project to develop international
consensus guidance for pathology in clinical trial
October 2021
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protocols. Although not specific to trials of cancer
therapies, the SPIRIT-Path extension will be applicable to a large proportion of trials in oncology,
given the reliance on histological diagnosis for trial
inclusion or other h
 istopathological or molecular
pathology assessments.
The project has made good progress, despite the
global pandemic, and was facilitated by an increasing
acceptance of remote working and teleconferencing.
In fact, the entire process to completion of the guidelines could probably be badged as ‘carbon neutral’.
The final consensus guidelines have been
recently published and their adoption by protocol
authors will increase the completeness and
quality of trial protocols.3 Interestingly, Dallmann
and Varma (pp 461–464) propose a more pragmatic, evidence-based and clinically informative
approach to prostate biopsy reporting that may
serve to address problems of data completeness and
reproducibility if applied to trials.
The CMPath team is now embarking on a followon project to develop CONSORT-Path guidelines
for the reporting of pathology-related activities to
complement the SPIRIT-Path extension. Further,
we are developing a Good Clinical Practice training
module in ‘Trials Pathology’ with the intention
that completion of the training by interested
members of staff, irrespective of the nature or location of their department, will build a community of
research-ready clinical trial laboratory scientists and
pathologists.

Next-generation pathology for precision
medicine
Next-generation pathology will be enabled by
technical advances including digitisation, the application of computer vision technology and artificial
intelligence, and integration with somatic mutations measured in micro-dissected, quality-assured
tissue.
The Bulletin of the Royal College of Pathologists
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Sosinsky and Walker from Genomics England
provide an essential overview of whole genome
sequencing (pp 480–482), while Elliot and Jones
thoughtfully discuss how this and other nextgeneration methodologies may be integrated into
everyday histopathological practice for greatest
clinical benefit, despite the inherent challenges in
doing so (pp 483–485). As Davies and Ferry highlight in their article in this issue (pp 466–469), there
is an associated need to develop the next generation
of clinical data analysts with the requisite skills to
bridge the knowledge gap in this exciting era of ‘big
data’ and integrated clinical diagnostics to maximise
the clinical value of this new information.
This issue also includes examples of best practice with regard to the integration of molecular
diagnostics into routine clinical practice, with
articles describing the evolution and adoption of
molecular diagnostics in lymphoreticular disease
and cervical cancer screening (pp 476–479 and pp
464–466). The articles highlight the protracted
timelines, conflicts with regulatory frameworks
and difficulties implementing such changes
into NHS healthcare delivery. Understanding
of the specific aberrant pathways underlying
the disease of individual patients – particularly
with cancer – increasingly informs precision
treatments, including advanced cell therapies.
Wolf and Griffin’s article (pp 472–475) provides an
excellent summary of the use of CAR-T therapies in
haematological malignancy.

About the National Cancer Research Institute
The National Cancer Research Institute (NCRI) is
a UK-wide partnership of cancer research funders,
established in 2001. NCRI works to coordinate
research related to cancer, to improve the quality
and relevance of research and to accelerate the
translation of research into clinical practice for the
benefit of patients.
The NCRI Cellular Molecular Pathology Initiative (CMPath) was launched in 2016 to reinvigorate
UK academic pathology. The initiative was created
in recognition of the importance of pathology in
drug development and clinical research and aims to
change the way pathologists engage with, conduct
and are recognised for their work in clinical trials.
For more information visit www.ncri.org.uk.
References available on our website.
Dr Tim Kendall
Senior Clinical Research Fellow, University of
Edinburgh
Consultant Histopathologist, NHS Lothian
Dr Max Robinson
Consultant Histopathologist
Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust

Prostate biopsy reporting:
the case for a pragmatic approach

A

Dr Adam Dallmann
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standardised approach to biopsy reporting is not always the most efficient. In the
case of prostate cancers, individual variability and inherent biopsy sampling error
means that personalised and pragmatic data collection may be more effective.

Prostate biopsies form a significant part of
histopathology laboratory workload and pose
unique processing and reporting challenges. Interobserver variation in biopsies is inevitable in
morphological continuums with inherent grey
zones. Prostate biopsy reporting is, however, beset
by avoidable variation, resulting from the use of
different reporting rules. Unlike other biopsies,
several indicators of tumour extent and multiple
Gleason scores (GS) are commonly reported in prostate biopsies. This can result in a set of prostate
biopsies being reported very differently by different
experts with potentially serious c onsequences for
patient management (Figure 1).
Recent publications from expert uropathology
groups have exacerbated this problem with

complicated, confusing and sometimes conflicting
recommendations.1–3 It is important to recognise that most prostate biopsies are reported by
non-expert practising pathologists who struggle
to keep abreast of all the changes in the multiple
subspecialties they report.
Histopathology guidelines generally advocate a one-size-fits-all protocol with identical
data collected from each case. This standardised
approach is, however, the antithesis of personalised medicine and may not represent optimal use of
scarce resources.4
We highlight some significant issues associated
with prostate biopsy reporting and briefly outline
a simpler, more pragmatic, personalised approach
to reporting prostate biopsies. This focuses on the
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Diagnosis
The diagnosis of prostate cancer is generally critical, so immunohistochemistry is commonly
performed on small suspect foci. However, the diagnosis of prostate cancer in a needle core may be
of diagnostic or prognostic significance. If there
is definite prostate cancer in another core, then
establishing the diagnosis of Gleason pattern 3
cancer in a small suspect focus would only determine the number of positive cores. In this scenario,
it would be reasonable to render a diagnosis
based on the balance of probabilities or to simply
report the focus as suspicious without resorting to
immunohistochemistry.
Some departments routinely double report prostate cancers, especially if they are limited in extent.
However, the utility of such double-reporting or
routine review of obvious cancers has been questioned.6 It is also important to consider the clinical
scenario. Diagnosis of low volume, low-grade
cancer has little clinical significance in a patient on
an active surveillance protocol for histologically
confirmed prostate cancer.

If multiple targeted biopsies are taken from a
radiologically identified lesion, the number of positive cores would reflect the biopsy protocol rather
than tumour extent. It would therefore be more
appropriate to report the number of sites (rather
than cores) positive in this scenario.
Tumour extent in individual cores provide
only a rough estimate of the tumour size, owing
to biopsy sampling error. Precise measurements
are not necessary; these should be rounded up to
the nearest millimetre or 10%. Millimetre core
extent can be simply estimated by comparing
tumour length to the field diameter. Percentage core
involvement has questionable scientific basis as
a 4 mm tumour in a 5 mm core (80%) is not indicative of a larger tumour than a 10 mm focus in a
20 mm core (50%). This has been recommended
only because percentage involvement is easier
to determine than tumour lengths, which
can be difficult to ascertain when tumour is
present in multiple cores within a single block.
Eyeball estimation of percentage core involvement
is sufficient.
Discontinuous tumour in a core may represent
a single tumour weaving in and out of the biopsy
plane or separate tumours. Discontinuous has
been defined as at least 2 mm separation between
the foci, but this cut-off was proposed mainly for
convenience as it represents the diameter of a 10x
microscopic field.8
We
recommend
considering
tumour
morphology when determining linear tumour
extent in discontinuously involved cores. Larger
separations could be considered continuous if
tumour foci are morphologically identical. If the
pathologist’s opinion is that the discontinuous
foci in the most involved core may represent a
multifocal tumour, then this possibility must be
communicated with a short comment such as ‘15
mm (discontinuous) with maximum continuous
tumour length of 6 mm in the set of prostate biopsies’. It is not necessary to report continuous tumour
lengths in every core with discontinuous tumours.

Tumour extent
Prostate cancer size cannot be reliably determined
preoperatively so tumour extent in prostate biopsies reported as number of positive cores and extent
of individual core involvement is commonly used
to guide patient management.7 This information
is however less important in digital and targeted
biopsies. The former is performed for clinically
advanced disease and, in the latter scenario, radiological size would be more accurate. Paradoxically,
tumour extent in such specimens may be more
relevant if biopsies show only a limited amount of
tumour, as this may then be an incidental finding.
In this setting, the clinical/radiological abnormality may be related to other pathologies, such as
granulomatous prostatitis or urothelial carcinoma.

Tumour grade
Biopsy GS often forms the basis of prostate cancer
management, so pathologists strive to record
a precise grade. The latter is often difficult in a
morphological continuum with arbitrary cutoffs, so interobserver variation is inevitable.
Effective communication may be more important than precise grading. A pragmatic approach to
Gleason grading has been previously described.9
Tumour grade is also a biological continuum
with arbitrary cut-offs. A tumour at the lower end of
the GS 7 spectrum and another at the upper end of
the GS 6 spectrum would not be clinically different
and hence could be managed as either GS 6 or
GS 7. However, a tumour at the upper end of the GS
7 spectrum would be biologically different from

clinical utility and effective communication of
histopathology data items. The reader is referred
to a recent genitourinary pathology symposium in
which this approach is discussed in greater detail.5

Prostate biopsy reporting issues

Dr Murali Varma
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Typically, prostate biopsy reporting focuses on
the complete, precise and reproducible collection
of data items. Each pathologist generally adopts a
standard protocol, although this may vary among
pathologists. Some pathologists would always
include intervening benign tissue when reporting
the extent of a discontinuous tumour, while
others would always exclude this component.
We explain why both these approaches may
be inappropriate and why precision is neither
possible nor necessary if the findings are appropriately communicated by pathologists and correctly
interpreted by clinicians.
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Figure 1: Use of different reporting rules could result in variable reporting of a set of prostate biopsies with different
treatment recommendations. AS: Active surveillance; GG: Grade Group; GS: Gleason score.
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a GS 6 tumour. Thus, it is not critical to precisely
grade tumours at the borderline between patterns
3 and 4, provided the clinician is informed where
a particular tumour lies within the risk spectrum.
As clinicians do not usually view histological material, pathologists must effectively communicate the
borderline nature of an individual case. Reporting of
percentage pattern 4 can facilitate this communication in GS 7 tumours. Short comments such as ‘GS 6,
focally bordering on pattern 4’ could also be helpful.
Prostate biopsies sample only a tiny fraction of
the gland, so the biopsy GS provides only a rough
estimate of the true tumour grade. In over 20% of
patients with biopsy GS 4+4=8 (grade group 4),
the prostatectomy grade was primary pattern 3
[GS 3+4=7 (grade group 2) or less].10
Biopsy GS is a morphological and biological
continuum with arbitrary cut-offs and subject
to significant sampling error. Reviewing pathologists should therefore refrain from modifying
the reported GS in truly borderline cases.11 Rather
than seeking to assign a GS to the case, they should
assess whether the reported GS is acceptable.
An explanatory comment indicating the borderline
nature of the case would be more appropriate than
a reassigned GS.

Intraductal carcinoma of the prostate
A major controversy relates to grading of invasive prostate cancer associated with an intraductal
component (invasive-IDCP), with conflicting
recommendations from two expert groups.1,2
The International Society of Urological Pathologists (ISUP) recommends incorporating the
intraductal component into the GS, while the Genitourinary Pathology Society (GUPS) recommends
reporting its presence separately from the GS.
The merits of these recommendations are detailed in
a head-to-head debate and a recent review paper.12,13
The rationale for excluding the IDCP component from the GS is that a small subset of IDCP
associated with invasive carcinoma in prostate biopsies may represent precursor type IDCP.
The latter would have a better prognosis than invasive-IDCP so incorporating IDCP into the GS could
result in over-grading.
Both groups agree that IDCP is an adverse
prognostic factor that precludes active surveillance and there is no evidence that the prognostic
significance of invasive-IDCP is different from
that of the corresponding Gleason pattern. Moreover, IDCP cannot be definitively distinguished
from invasive prostate cancer by morphology or
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immunohistochemistry. The basal layer is often
fragmented in IDCP, so absence of basal cells does
not exclude the possibility of IDCP in which the
basal cells are not represented in the examined
plane of section.
A pragmatic approach would be to convey
the adverse prognostic significance of invasiveIDCP by incorporating it into the GS and adding
an explanatory comment in the rare scenario
of a biopsy showing Gleason pattern 3 invasive
carcinoma and an intraductal component.

to explain that 80% pattern 4 (primary pattern
4, grade group 3) in a 2 mm tumour focus is not
necessarily indicative of aggressive behaviour.
In summary, we explain why perfection is
neither attainable nor necessary when reporting
prostate biopsies. A pragmatic approach focusing
on clinical utility and communication of
pathology data would ensure optimal utilisation
of resources and better healthcare.

Communication is key

Dr Adam Dallmann
Consultant Histopathologist
Department of Cellular Pathology, Royal
Glamorgan Hospital

As outlined above, it is critical that pathologists effectively communicate the message in
histopathology reports. However, communication
should not end with report authorisation.
The pathologist’s role in multidisciplinary
team (MDT) meetings is to help clinicians interpret
histopathology reports. For example, percentage
pattern 4 is an important prognostic indicator
in needle biopsies with GS 7 prostate cancer.
However, it is the duty of the MDT pathologist

References available on our website.

Dr Murali Varma
Consultant Histopathologist
Department of Cellular Pathology, University
Hospital of Wales

Screening programmes don't just
appear out of thin air:
a personal reflection on the
National Screening Committee and
cervical screening programme
Dr Paul Cross

W

hile rates of cervical cancer have decreased successfully in past decades, there
are still many challenges in continuing this trend. Key to this is sound decisionmaking based on data, highlighting why population screening is so critical.

Background to population
screening programmes
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Population screening has frequently been in the
news and debated over recent months owing to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The questions of who, when,
why, how and if screening should happen have
made headlines far more than I can ever recall.
The cost and benefits, the upsides and downsides,
and what type of test and technology used are now
common conversations.
COVID has brought into sharp relief the difficulties of introducing population screening when
there is little to no real data on nearly all these
areas, and any that does exist is being produced
in real time. The issues thrown up by the COVID
screening debate is in sharp contrast to the
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evidence-based approach of the existing mass
population screening programmes in the UK.
Population screening in this country is overseen by the UK National Screening Committee
(NSC). The NSC is an independent body that:1
•

•

advises ministers and the NHS in the four
constituent UK countries about all aspects of
screening, including the case for introducing
new population screening programmes and
for continuing, modifying or withdrawing
existing population programmes against a set
of internationally recognised criteria
supports implementation of screening
programmes in the four countries including
the development of high-level standards and
maintains oversight of the evidence relating
The Bulletin of the Royal College of Pathologists
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is a managed, proactive and professional approach.
Not everyone agrees with the decisions reached,
and in some areas there can be very vocal and wellorganised opposition to such decisions.
The NSC website lists 11 population screening
programmes adopted across the UK, of which
three are cancer related.2 These are ones for breast,
colorectal and cervical cancers. The aim of cancer
screening is to try and detect the pre-cancerous
stages rather than cancer per se, although screening
will identify cancers also. If a cancer is screendetected, it is often early stage, more responsive to
treatment and with a greater likelihood of cure.

UK cervical screening programme

Timeline of screening programmes offered by the NHS. © Public Health
England and NHS, 2021. Contains public sector information licensed under
the Open Government Licence v3.0.

Cervical screening in the UK goes back to the early
1960s, but it was not until 1988 that it became
more organised in England with the development
and introduction of a computerised call/recall
system. This computer system was used to invite
and track women and their screening status and
follow up. Using IT systems declared as ‘hopeless’,
it has, despite many issues, carried on working with
many sticking plasters until now.3 A new system is
planned for implementation later in 2021.
The success of the cervical screening
programme (CSP) in the UK is obvious, with the
rate of cervical cancer having reduced by 25% since
the early 1990s. While cervical screening is estimated to save 5,000 lives a year, thereby preventing
a perceived cervical cancer epidemic,4 there are
still some 3,000 cases of cervical cancer diagnosed
every year in the UK.5 This is still far too high, and
audits of the screening histories of women who
develop cervical cancer often show patchy or no
screening, less attendance for treatment and that
it is more common in women with lower socioeconomic backgrounds.6 Much has and is being
done to encourage women to attend their cervical
screening invitation, including now the trialling of
self-sampling to help increase coverage.7

Changes in delivery of cervical screening

The NSC uses a rigorous approach to data
collection, use, analysis and interpretation. Where
evidence is lacking it will identify what is required
and look for, or, if needs be, seek to actively obtain
such data. Its approach and decision-making
are transparent and involve proactive as well as
passive consultation from professionals, relevant
bodies, charities, the public and those affected by
the area of interest. This does not happen by luck. It

How cervical screening is delivered has changed
dramatically over the years. At its outset, it used
the cervical cells sampled from the cervical os
spread directly from the sampling device onto
a glass slide and then fixed and stained. This was
the conventional Papanicolaou smear, named
after George Papanicolaou, who developed it and
devised the stain still used for this (the Pap stain),
which is also widely used in diagnostic cytology.
The conventional smear was used in the UK until
around 2005 when it was replaced after trials in the
NHS by the liquid-based cytology technique (LBC).
The use of LBC as a technique allowed for testing
for human papillomavirus (HPV) and so HPV
testing was introduced as a reflex test to samples
with abnormal cytology. After further trials, we are
now in the current CSP model of delivery which
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to the balance of good and harm as well as
the overall cost-effectiveness of existing
programmes
works with partners to ensure it keeps abreast
of scientific developments in screening,
including screening trials, screening policy in
other countries and emerging technologies.
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is of primary population testing with an HPV test
with reflex cytology which helps guide management. This is now the approach in place across the
whole of mainland UK.
The changes in technology have also led to a
major reconfiguration in the footprint of those
laboratories delivering the CSP. From well over a
hundred labs 20–30 years ago, we are now down to
only eight in England. This is mirrored in Wales and
Scotland as well. This has led to a major shrinkage
in the number of laboratory staff working in the
CSP. The model of delivery easily shows this. In the
pre-primary HPV screening model of only two or
three years ago, there were some 3,000,000 women
screened, each of whom had a cytology sample.
It is roughly the same number now but with only
about 15% of this number requiring cytology to be
looked at (those screening samples that are HPV
positive). This is approximately 450,000 cytology
samples: roughly one-sixth.
Cervical screening involves many other
elements: the call/recall offices, primary care,
colposcopy and histology. All of these must work
together to deliver a quality system and ensure
that the correct result goes to the women it seeks to
serve. Like all such multi-dependent systems, not
everything works well on occasion. The CSP has
a history of high-profile problems, such as those
at Inverclyde and Kent and Canterbury, including
issues with sample taking, IT and follow-up, many
of which have affected women directly. Some were
laboratory-based issues, but certainly many were
not. To some extent, these are inevitable, but we
can work to minimise and learn from them.

I have been lucky enough to work in laboratories, delivering the cytology and histology
aspects of the CSP, all my working life. I have also
been privileged to be a member of the NSC for
over five years. There have been issues relating
to the CSP I have been able to contribute to, such
as the move to primary HPV testing, which have
allowed me to see the rigorous approaches used to
decide upon possible programme modifications.
The work of the NSC is incredibly broad, and cancer
screening, while obviously important, is only part
of its remit. The multitude of screening for inherited and metabolic diseases is vast, as is the work
for acquired conditions such as aortic aneurysms
and diabetic retinopathy. It is not all cancer at NSC
meetings. Ethical issues are frequently debated and
considered as part of the discussions on screening
programmes. We must use the scientific data, but
in the context of the society in which we live. The
work of the NSC is hugely important and affects
the whole population of the UK and, as such, any
decisions must be taken properly and with due
consideration. I hope we have done so; I think we
have done so.
The views expressed in this article are my own,
and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions
of the NSC.
References available on our website.
Dr Paul Cross
Consultant Cellular Pathologist
South of Tyne Pathology Service
Queen Elizabeth Hospital

Co-creation of a new clinical
data science professional
development programme

Professor Ang Davies
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A

n innovative project, led by The University of Manchester in collaboration with
the National School of Healthcare Science, seeks to create a new educational
programme in clinical data science with the health and social care workforce.

The prevalence and utility of health data has
never been as evident and critical as over the
last 18 months. Building a healthcare workforce
that has a strong understanding and skill set in
data science will enable the full potential of this
data to be harnessed for the best possible clinical
decision-making and outcomes for patients.
Health Education England (HEE), through the
National School of Healthcare Science (NSHCS) in
HEE, is working with The University of Manchester
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(UoM) to develop a flexible programme of continuing professional development in clinical data
science. This innovative initiative, funded by
HEE, is being developed in collaboration with
clinical partners at The Christie Hospital and
the wider healthcare workforce to support the
NHS cancer programme, NHS long-term workforce d
 evelopment plans, the People Plan and the
Richards Report.
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Professor Berne Ferry

This educational programme will support the
development of data science, statistics, machine
learning and programming capabilities. It includes
introductory and advanced genomic courses across
the healthcare science workforce and beyond to
many healthcare professions in the NHS, including
medicine, nursing, pharmacy and allied health
professionals.
Healthcare professionals will be able
to take individual modules as well as –
if desired – combined modules that could lead to a
60-credit postgraduate qualification in clinical data
science. There is a plethora of health data science
courses offered by other institutions, but this is
the first programme that, to our knowledge, will
be co-created with and be specifically designed for
health and social care professionals.
The main objectives of this programme of
work are:
•

•

•

•

to develop a nationally agreed curriculum
for clinical data science and introductory
genomics
to develop course content, with flexible
delivery methods, which will be tested and
approved
to develop a secure cloud-based teaching and
training environment for national delivery of
the curriculum at scale
to develop an evaluation framework for
determining the impact of the provision on
healthcare scientists, the healthcare workforce,
and on the wider healthcare system.

Demonstrating the importance of clinical data
science
The current COVID-19 pandemic clearly illustrates the importance of developing widespread
health data science capability across the workforce.
During the pandemic, digital technologies have
been harnessed to support symptom reporting,
surveillance monitoring and contact tracing.
This data is being reported widely and publicly via
dashboards and visualisations to scientists, medical
professionals and the general public alike.1,2

Terms such as PCR and R-rate are now known and
being used by the public, indicating the explosion
of interest in both genomics and health data.
The scaling up of data initiatives, aggregation and visualisation of health data, both in the
UK and globally, has been critical in supporting
successful research and public health surveillance
throughout the pandemic. Aggregated data sets
and visualisations provided by the organisation
Our World in Data allow the monitoring of cases,
deaths and vaccinations, not only in the UK
but across the world. They propel research by
sharing data openly under full creative commons
licenses and via open-source data repositories such
as Github.3
Linkage of data has also been of real importance
during the pandemic, allowing health and social
care providers to understand pre-existing health
conditions that might cause vulnerability to
COVID-19. Innovative projects such as the Greater
Manchester Care Record, led by Health Innovation
Manchester and the GM Health and Social Care Partnership, have been accelerated by the pandemic.
They bring together complete patient records from
ten localities across Greater Manchester enabling
the best possible decision-making and outcomes
for patients.4 Patient information has been brought
together from:
•
•
•
•
•
•

primary care (e.g. GP practices)
community services
mental health services
social care
secondary care (e.g. hospitals)
specialist services (e.g. North
Ambulance Service).

West

The record also indicates if a patient has COVID19, as this might affect their ongoing treatment,
monitoring or medication.

How do we prepare the workforce to best
utilise all of this data?
Time is a key factor in upskilling existing staff.
New training programmes will need to rapidly
develop data science specialists from existing areas

Figure 1: Approach to
the co-creation of the
clinical data science
curriculum.
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however permissions do not allow it to be used in
an anonymised way for teaching. In undertaking
the development of this programme, we have lots
of interesting challenges ahead in terms of governance and public involvement to enable the use of
authentic patient data.

Working with a world-leading specialist
cancer centre

Figure 2: Core
concepts and skills to
cover in clinical data
science programme.

of the healthcare science workforce to support
growing areas, such as cancer sciences and precision medicine delivery. Protected time will be
required to allow these digital champions the
time and space to develop the additional knowledge and expertise that complements their clinical
work and enables them to contribute effectively to
enable data-led digital transformation.
Through the development of this flexible
programme of clinical data science, we will offer
continuing professional development in data
science, statistics, genomics and programming,
and other areas as defined by this programme
of work. Early adopters and pioneers in clinical
data science will require support in their journey.
This might be achieved through peer support or
through the development of national communities of practice, exemplified by the pioneering
Topol Fellowship programme.5

Co-creation of a curriculum
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The educational development team comprises
academics (Professor Ang Davies, Dr Alan Davies,
Fran Hooley, UoM), a learning technologist, a
project manager and an information systems
programme manager (Dr Phil Couch, UoM).
This team is working closely with Professor Berne
Ferry and colleagues at the NSHCS, and other key
stakeholders within the healthcare workforce
to develop the curriculum and infrastructure to
deliver this cutting-edge educational programme.
Phil Couch and other research software engineers at UoM are developing Manchester’s virtual
laboratory, E-lab, which will host a set of virtual
images that can be used anywhere with web
access, currently including Jupyter Notebooks and
R programming. This enables the support of both
programming and statistics teaching. The virtual
laboratory will be developed further to allow
learners to work in real-world, cutting-edge data
science environments with anonymised patient
data. Patient data can be used for research and
service development purposes (unless patients
have opted out of sharing their data under the
national data opt-out, introduced in 2018),6
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To incorporate world-leading expertise in realworld clinical data science, the development team
includes colleagues from The Christie Hospital, a
specialist cancer hospital, with which UoM has
existing collaborations. The Christie Hospital is
pioneering a team science approach within clinical
practice, often encompassing multidisciplinary
teams including data scientists, clinicians and
research software engineers, to utilise approaches
such as machine learning to support clinical
decision-making. Therefore, involving them in
curriculum design and content development will
ensure that teaching materials and case studies are
developed from real-world clinical data examples
captured from a specialist cancer hospital.

A three-phase approach
The creation of the curriculum for the new
programme is being informed by a rigorous
three-phase approach. This includes a systematic
literature review (including published literature
as well as grey literature and relevant job postings),
a series of 20 semi-structured interviews, with
diverse representation across healthcare professionals, and finally a digital survey which will be
widely distributed via relevant stakeholders and
networks (Figure 1). To date, some key themes have
come through during the interviews and survey
participation, including: database management,
statistics and machine learning methodologies,
skills in R and Python, and data interpretation and
interrogation (Figure 2).
Once the areas of focus are decided for the
curriculum, the next steps will involve detailed
descriptions of each module to be taught, inclusion of learning outcomes and then the learning
materials themselves will be created. It is envisaged that the course is likely to be fully online
to accommodate the working schedules and
study requirements of busy healthcare professionals. Cumulatively, the team involved has
significant combined expertise in designing fully
online courses in the areas of data science and
bioinformatics. These courses have embedded
rich, authentic clinical case studies and have
used Jupyter Notebooks to deliver topics such as
programming and machine learning.7

Next steps
A clinical advisory board and also a number of
key stakeholders have been involved to date.
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We envisage that in late 2021, a number of smaller
curriculum development groups will be established to focus on specific parts of the curriculum
and content creation. The academic team is delivering a fully online workshop for the second
cohort of Topol Digital Fellows from September
to December 2021. This will provide an opportunity to test some of the new Jupyter Notebooks,
which will contain teaching content related to
data science and machine learning algorithms,
and will also test the virtual laboratory infrastructure. The team aims to launch the first module of
the new clinical data science programme in data
engineering in September 2022. If you’re interested in finding out more about this programme
you can contact Angela Davies (angela.davies@

manchester.ac.uk) and we would welcome your
contributions in shaping this new clinical data
science programme – you can participate in the
digital survey here.
References available on our website.
Professor Ang Davies
Professor of Clinical Bioinformatics &
Healthcare Sciences Education
The University of Manchester
Professor Berne Ferry
National Dean for Healthcare Science
National School of Healthcare Science

Anthony Nolan: returning to a new
normal after the COVID-19 pandemic

A

Professor Antonio
Pagliuca
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s Professor Antonio Pagliuca approaches his first anniversary as Anthony Nolan’s
Chief Medical and Scientific Advisor, he reflects on the challenges the charity has
faced as it emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Since its creation as the world’s first bone marrow
register in 1974, Anthony Nolan has strived to save
the lives of blood cancer patients by matching
them with suitable stem cell donors. This was the
driving goal of Shirley Nolan, who established the
charity in the name of her son Anthony after she
was told the only chance of curing his Wiskott–
Aldrich syndrome would be through a stem cell
transplant from an unrelated donor.
Tragically for Shirley, with no worldwide
register to search at the time, a suitable donor
couldn’t be found and Anthony died a few years
later. Through her tireless dedication, our register
grew and grew. It now has over 850,000 potential
adult donors and our cord blood bank stores over
10,000 cord units. Thanks to our amazing donors
and dedicated staff, Anthony Nolan gives three
people a second chance of life through a stem cell
transplant every day.
As you might expect, the last 12 to 18 months
have been some of the most challenging the charity
has ever faced. The pandemic saw the number
of transplants taking place reduce dramatically
as clinical guidelines recommended most transplants be deferred, if clinically possible, to protect
clinically extremely vulnerable patients.1,2 Not
only did this impact our ability to directly save
lives, but some of our existing clinical research
projects had to be paused too.

Business as usual?

www.rcpath.org
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The pandemic brought immense challenges to
all aspects of daily life and the world of stem cell
transplantation was no exception. Hospitals were
obviously concerned with protecting high-risk
immunocompromised patients, changes in transplant priorities and stretched staffing capacity.
At the same time, stem cell registries had to
ensure they continued to deliver donated stem
cells and cord blood units to patients within 72
hours of collection, despite severe travel disruption, 
international quarantines and testing
requirements.
As the only registry that imports stem
cells into the UK and the only one with a dedicated volunteer courier service, we were
responsible for coordinating delivery of the UK’s
international donations throughout the pandemic.
Our Heathrow transport hub, established days
before the first lockdown, was fundamental to
ensuring over 240 stem cell donations reached
their destinations on time.
During this time, there was an increased risk
of donors developing COVID-19 and being unable
to donate. To combat this risk of drop-out, where
possible, we provided a wider range of potential
adult donors and suitable cord blood options at
the search stage. Our Stem Cell Therapy Centre in
Nottingham became licensed to cryopreserve adult
stem cell donations, which provided life-saving
reassurances in the event of last-minute delays.
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An Anthony Nolan
worker showing
a sample storage
container.

Anthony Nolan also coordinated a weekly
National Bone Marrow Transplant meeting
bringing together all the centres with the British
Society of Blood and Marrow Transplantation and
Cellular Therapies (BSBMTCT) and NHS England.
This allowed real-time interaction to ensure rapid
dissemination of knowledge and site reporting,
which allowed mutual support as required.
BSBMTCT also produced regular COVID-19 guidelines with version one produced prior to the first
national lockdown. We are now on version seven3
and, more recently, a vaccination guideline was
also updated.4
It’s important that the experiences of registries during this time are disseminated to the
wider transplant community so that lessons can
be learnt for the future. We are currently preparing
a manuscript of our findings for publication later
this year.

Protecting our donors and patients
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Our donors are at the centre of everything we do
and we could not continue our life-saving work
without their trust. Despite many challenges, their
dedication to helping someone in need continues
to amaze us. Many donors have been rightly
concerned about their own safety and our dedicated staff have been on hand to give advice and
ensured regular testing was provided throughout.
October 2021
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We continued to support our patients
throughout this time. Our grants programme
was expanded to cover problems caused by the
pandemic and we established a dedicated telephone service offering emotional support.
We also advocated for a range of issues on their
behalf, including priority vaccinations for
themselves and their support bubbles.

Patient-focused research
Recovering from a stem cell transplant is a long and
difficult journey for many of our patients.5,6 Some of
these challenges are caused by the transplant itself,
but others arise from the individual’s social status,
financial situation or lack of a suitable support
network.7,8 Our patient services team wants to
develop a better understanding of these challenges,
but it was not deemed suitable to initiate this work
during the pandemic.
The SEQUOL (Socio-Economic Impact on
Quality of Life) study will improve our understanding of how an individual’s circumstances
might affect the likelihood of them encountering
difficulties during their recovery. It will identify which patients could benefit from additional
support and specialised services. This data-driven
approach will also reveal potential gaps or inequalities in how healthcare is provided throughout the
UK and allow our policy and public affairs team to
The Bulletin of the Royal College of Pathologists
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Figure 1: Infographic demonstrating the journeys of stem cells used in transplantations and cell/gene therapy research.
lobby for better support and investment in services.
COVID-19 has clearly magnified many of these
issues.
Our newly launched ‘adoption’ programme
supports the development of healthcare professionals with an interest in stem cell transplantation.
We are encouraging these experts to pursue their
own research studies in areas such as late effects,
sexual health, diet and physiotherapy, so that
we can provide the best possible services for our
patients.

Clinical trials
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IMPACT is a partnership of organisations
committed to improving the outcomes of stem
cell transplant patients through the delivery of
clinical trials across the UK. It’s jointly funded by
Anthony Nolan, Leukaemia UK and NHS Blood and
Transplant.
During the pandemic, its five active trials
were suspended, but through lots of hard work by
everyone in the team, I am delighted to say recruitment has reopened. Most trials are already back
on track to meet their recruitment targets and we
recently achieved the milestone of recruiting our
500th IMPACT patient.
Two new trials have been approved. One
will look at how transplant patients respond to
COVID-19, which was proposed and set up in just
eight weeks. The second aims to identify suitable
www.rcpath.org
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patients, who are at high risk of developing graft
versus host disease, for a new antibody treatment.
IMPACT is also proud to be supporting the OCTAVE
study, which is looking at how effective COVID-19
vaccines are in patients with cancer, especially BMT
and CAR-T patients.
Anthony Nolan has also joined the Blood Cancer
UK Vaccine Research Collaborative, a group of
organisations led by Blood Cancer UK in partnership with Myeloma UK and the British Society for
Haematology. It was created to fund research to
find out how effective COVID-19 vaccines are for
people with blood cancer and to collate individual
research projects into one large meta-analysis
study. Early data from these studies shows that for
some malignant haematology and stem cell transplant patients, the response is less than satisfactory.
There remain many unanswered questions.

Developing new advanced therapies
Our cell and gene therapy service continues to be a
key priority as we strive to develop new advanced
therapy medicinal products for patients, at the
same time as diversifying our income during a time
when fundraising has been challenging for many
charities.
Decades of facilitating transplants means
we have the infrastructure and logistics to
supply cellular starting materials to academic
and commercial organisations developing new
October 2021
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cell-based treatments. In many respects, there are
clear similarities between the journey of a stem
cell destined for transplantation and one intended
for research (Figure 1). Our unparalleled knowledge of histocompatibility, immunogenetics, donor
transplant services and cord blood banking allows
us to provide a service of the highest quality which
will ultimately save and improve the lives of more
patients.
One key positive to draw from this whole
experience is that our relationships with transplant centres, courier partners, international
registries and regulators are stronger than ever.
Through regular email communications and direct
calls to transplant directors, we have developed
a better understanding of each other’s needs and
worked collaboratively to develop solutions to
ever-changing issues.
Like many of our patients' experiences during
their recovery, Anthony Nolan is adjusting to
its ‘new normal’ in this post-pandemic world.
I believe the organisation has become far more
resilient, in the ways we work both internally and
externally.

The continued expansion of our cell and gene
service means we can develop new treatments to
further benefit even more patients while generating
additional income. Coupling this with potential
new commercial opportunities in our sequencing
laboratories has made our income streams more
diverse, which will hold us in good stead for the
future.
Now we can return to Shirley Nolan’s dream
of finding a suitable donor for everyone in need
of a stem cell transplant. Our focus must be on
ensuring that there is equity of access to all treatments irrespective of a patient’s social standing
or ethnic background. For the moment COVID-19
remains an obstacle which we will undoubtedly, as
a community, overcome.
References available on our website.
Professor Antonio Pagliuca
Chief Medical and Scientific Advisor,
Anthony Nolan

CAR-T therapy in haematological
malignancy: an introduction to clinical
application and challenges

Dr Julia Wolf

C

AR-T therapy is a revolutionary treatment that redirects immune cells to treat
cancer. However, despite significant advances in the field, CAR-T therapy remains
associated with numerous clinical and laboratory challenges.

Since the initial drug received Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approval in the USA in 2017,
CAR-T therapy has emerged as one of the biggest
breakthroughs in cancer therapy in decades.
Often described as a ‘living drug’, the treatment
has been funded by NHS England since 2018 and
several products are now used routinely or in
trials to treat a range of haematological and nonhaematological malignancies. Here, we give a brief
overview of CAR-T therapy and its a pplication in
clinical practice.

CAR-T therapy explained
Dr James Griffin
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The CAR-T cell drug is created by inserting a manmade gene, the chimeric antigen receptor (CAR),
into the genomic DNA of lymphocytes using a
lentiviral vector. The CAR consists of the following
four separate regions, which together give the
engineered cell the ability to exhibit both antigen
binding and T-cell activating functions (Figure 1):1
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1.

2.

3.
4.

extracellular antigen recognising domain –
usually derived from monoclonal antibody
variable regions selected to target a certain
surface marker, such as CD19 on B-cells
hinge region – provides the antigen recognising domain with better physical flexibility
to bind antigens
transmembrane domain – links extracellular
and intracellular parts
intracellular signalling domain – varies
between products but consists of part of the
T-cell receptor complex, usually CD3 zeta, as
well as one or more co-stimulatory molecules,
such as CD28 or 4-1BB.1

Evidence and FDA approval
The FDA approved the first CAR-T therapy, tisagenlecleucel (Kymriah), in 2017 after trials in
patients with relapsed and refractory B-cell
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Figure 1: The cellular starting material for CAR-T is collected via leukapheresis. Current products are autologous (derived from
patients’ own cells) but there is ongoing research into utilisation of allogeneic (donor) cells, as well as moving the technology
into other cell types such as natural killer cells. Following the genetic modification step described above, the cells are expanded
ex vivo and then infused back into the patient after conditioning chemotherapy.
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acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (B-ALL) showed
remarkable results.
A phase I/IIA study in 25 children and five
adults with B-ALL demonstrated an exceptional complete response (CR) rate of 90%.2 This
included high CR rates in patients with previous
allogeneic stem cell transplants and other CD19targeted therapies, such as blinatumomab. These
results were revolutionary in this setting, which
is usually characterised by limited treatment
options and poor outcomes. Unfortunately, early
relapses remained an issue.
Following this, the ELIANA study, an international phase II study of 75 patients with multiply
relapsed B-ALL, achieved excellent CR rates of
81% and more durable responses with six months
event-free and overall survival rates of 73% and
90%, respectively. The median duration of remission was not reached at the end of the study period
of 20 months and CAR-T cells were detectable
for the duration of data collection.3 The success
of this study led to FDA approval in B-ALL and
further trial roll out across other haematological
malignancies.

The pivotal JULIET and ZUMA studies, for
tisagenlecleucel and axicabtagene ciloleucel
(Yescarta), respectively, led to approval in diffuse
large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) shortly after.
Initial trial outcomes are summarised in Table 1.4
The first two products, tisagenlecleucel, with
licence in B-ALL, and axicabtagene ciloleucel with
licence in DLBCL, have been routinely available
in the UK for several years,5 with others including
brexucabtagene autoleucel (Tecartus) in mantle
cell lymphoma and lisocabtagene maraleucel
(Breyanzi) in DLBCL having recently been
approved.
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Challenges of CAR-T therapy
Despite encouraging results from clinical trials
and significant progress in CAR-T research, several
important challenges remain.
Loss of target
As CAR-T therapy is targeted to a specific surface
antigen, cancer cells that reduce or even lose
expression of the target antigen (e.g. CD19) will
become invisible to the treatment. This is termed
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Table 1: Reported clinical efficacies of CAR-T therapies (includes data on ELIANA, JULIET, ZUMA-1, ZUMA-2 and TRANSCEND).
CAR-T therapy

Disease

Number of patients who
received CAR-T

CR (%)

OS (%)

DFS/R (%)

Reference

Tisagenlecleucel

ALL

30

90

78

67 (6 months)

2

Tisagenlecleucel

ALL

75

81

90 (6 months)

73 (6 months)

3

Tisagenlecleucel

Large B-cell
lymphomas

93

40

49 (12 months)

65 (12 months)

6

Axicabtagene
ciloleucel

Large B-cell
lymphomas

101

54

52 (18 months)

44 (12 months)

7

Brexucabtagene
autoleucel

Mantle cell
lymphoma

68

67

83 (12 months)

61 (12 months)

8

Lisocabtagene
maraleucel

Large B-cell
lymphomas

269

53

75 (6 months)

51 (6 months)

9

ALL: Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia; CR: Complete response; DFS/R: Disease-free survival/remission; OS: Overall survival.

antigen escape and has been demonstrated in
30–70% of patients with relapsed disease.10
Strategies to avoid antigen escape include development of dual-target CAR-T cells, which are
undergoing clinical trials.
On-target-off-tumour toxicity
Choice of the target is vital as the CAR-T cell will
attack any cell expressing the target antigen.
This can cause significant issues, such as cardiac
toxicity or B-cell aplasia when CD19 targets
are used.10
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Manufacturing process
Using autologous cells as a bespoke product has
resulted in large-scale logistical issues to collect,
cryopreserve and transport cells to manufacturing centres around the world before returning
them to the treating centre. The process takes
a minimum of three to four weeks which poses
significant challenges for many patients with
rapidly progressive disease and often necessitates
use of ‘holding’ chemotherapy to keep the disease
under control. In a small proportion of cases,
insufficient cells are collected or the manufacturing process may fail due to difficulties in T-cell
selection and expansion.11
In a recent real-life study, only 57 of 122
patients had received CAR-T cells as planned with
a further 45 awaiting leukapheresis or cell infusion. 18 did not proceed due to disease progression
(n=16) or manufacturing failure (n=2), with two
patients being monitoring clinically following
radiotherapy and bridging chemotherapy.12
Some of these difficulties may be overcome
through use of allogeneic, off-the-shelf CAR-T
products, which would be readily available at
the required point in the patient’s treatment.
While techniques are improving, there is still
a large amount of progress needed to generate a
successful product.
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Therapy-related adverse effects
While CAR-T therapy has led to excellent results
in some patients, treatment remains associated
with significant and complex adverse events.
Careful patient selection is essential to ensure
fitness for therapy. The characteristics of each
CAR-T cell drug differs even with the same target
and therefore the toxicity also varies significantly.
Non-relapse mortality for CAR-T therapy
ranged between 0 and 8% in initial trials,13 and
was reported as 6% in a recent real-life study.14
The best characterised and most common side
effect is the cytokine release syndrome (CRS)
which usually occurs in the first two to ten days
after infusion. CRS is a systemic inflammatory
response syndrome caused by the supra-physiological activation of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
such as IL-2, IL-6, IFN gamma and TNF alpha,
in response to T-cell activation.15 Patients may
present at the milder end of the spectrum with
fevers, myalgia or tachycardia but can progress
rapidly to exhibit signs of hypoxia, capillary leak
and hypotension which can lead to multiorgan
failure and death.
As cytokine production is an essential part of
T-cell activation, a degree of CRS is likely unavoidable and has been reported across all trials.
CRS frequently requires intensive care support
and is now routinely treated with the anti-IL6
antibody tocilizumab.16
A less well-understood side effect of CAR-T
therapy is the immune effector cell neurotoxicity syndrome (ICANS). ICANS has been
linked to cerebral oedema, microhaemorrhages,
parenchymal necrosis and high levels of proinflammatory cytokines in the brain tissue
but exact mechanisms are currently unclear.
Patients can present with a wide range of neurological symptoms but most commonly exhibit
headaches, tremors, signs of confusion, speech
impairment (e.g. expressive dysphasia) and
reduced levels of consciousness.17 Importantly,
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ICANS can progress rapidly from mild headache
to coma, making early recognition essential.
To this end, neurocognitive assessments
using immune effector cell encephalopathy
scores are performed several times a day on all
patients. CAR-T therapy is also associated with
often profound cytopaenias caused by conditioning chemotherapy as well as the CAR-T
treatment itself. While blood counts recover
by one month in the majority, it should be
noted that infection risk is high, necessitating
broad spectrum antibiotic therapy in almost
all patients.18
Finally, the true long-term effects of CAR-T
therapy are not yet known as most trials are relatively recent. However, data is maturing and
reports of ten-year remissions with limited late
adverse events are emerging.19

Future directions
There is no doubt that CAR-T therapy has revolutionised the management of haematological
malignancy for an increasing number of patients.
We are seeing complete responses and even
durable remissions in a landscape that was
previously characterised by abysmal outcomes.
Additionally, the improved management of toxicities with agents such as tocilizumab is leading to
better clinical applicability. Despite this, significant challenges remain and work to improve
products and practices is ongoing.
In the future, we are likely to see allogeneic,
off-the-shelf CAR-T products which may overcome production failures and manufacturing
time delays, but may also cause new challenges,
such as graft versus host disease and cell product
rejection.

Trials are additionally exploring the use of
CAR-T therapy in other haematological malignancies, as well as in solid tumours such as
neuroblastomas.
From a logistical perspective, regulators and
clinicians are facing many challenges caused by
the sometimes-bewildering pace of change in the
field of CAR-T therapy. Providers will have to adapt
to increasing patient numbers and will have to
streamline processes to accommodate demand for
CAR-T therapy. Additionally, the cost of treatment
remains an issue and may lead to difficulties with
access and exacerbate healthcare inequalities.
Despite significant developments in this novel
therapy, much remains unknown, and we will
need to further our understanding of the intricacies of CAR design, manufacturing processes and
product delivery.
It is certainly an exciting time to work in cancer
immunotherapy. It is now up to us to find the best
way of utilising our increasingly complex living
drugs by selecting the right drug at the right time
and for the right patient to ultimately optimise
care for even the most difficult to treat patients.
References available on our website.
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SIHMDS and haematological
malignancy: successes and challenges

H

aematological malignancies are a diverse group of diseases, collectively forming
a large proportion of all cancers. The Specialist Integrated Haematological
Diagnostic Service (SIHMDS) model is one of the keys to personalised therapy in
blood cancers. Here, we learn more about the successes and challenges of SIHMDS.

Dr Tom Butler

Dr Tim Farren

The Specialist Integrated Haematological Diagnostic Service (SIHMDS) concept was conceived in
the 1990s and formally defined in the 2003 NICE
Improving Outcomes Guidance (NG47), with the
most recent update in 2016.1
Alongside huge advances in blood cancer treatment, there was a realisation that ‘improving the
consistency and accuracy of diagnosis is probably
the single most important aspect of improving
outcomes in haematological cancer’.2,3
Accurate
diagnosis
of
haematological
malignancies involves integration of several
diagnostic modalities with clinical information:
haematological and histopathological cytomorphology, immunophenotyping by flow cytometry
and immunohistochemistry, cytogenetics, and
molecular genetics, including next generation
sequencing (NGS). This approach is built into the
World Health Organization (WHO) classification
of haematopoietic neoplasms. The key concept
is integration; no single modality answers the
diagnostic question.
An established SIHMDS laboratory has a single
specimen reception and co-located laboratories at
a single site. Multiprofessional staff work within
a single quality management system, using predefined diagnostic pathways to analyse specimens
using a variety of diagnostic modalities, then validate and correlate the results using a single IT
system to produce an integrated diagnostic report.
This model for blood cancers has also informed
integrated reporting in solid tumours.4

The diagnostic challenge: evidence of harm
Evidence demonstrates the potential for
patient harm if the SIHMDS model is not used.
Early studies focusing on lymphoma suggested
that 5–15% of haematological malignancies were
being misdiagnosed outside an SIHMDS setting.4
This has major clinical consequences: cancers
missed, benign conditions treated as cancer, or the
wrong kind of blood cancer diagnosed and treated.
A relatively small investment in pathology at the
beginning of the pathway has a far greater effect
on the patient and on the NHS than high-cost
drugs.
The challenge posed by the NICE guidance in
2003 demanded that this diagnostic inaccuracy
be addressed urgently. Two decades ago, there was
widespread heterogeneity of services and slow
progress on establishing fully integrated SIHMDS
labs that followed explicit standards. This was
partly due to the need for investment in expert
staff, advanced technology and quality systems,
but also due to education and cultural changes.
Important insights into epidemiology
came from SIHMDS pioneer networks like the
Haematological Malignancy Research Network
in Leeds.5 The National Cancer Peer Review
Programme helped support the development of
SIHMDS laboratories within cancer networks
by assessing laboratories against NG47. As more
SIHMDS labs became established, the sense of
urgency abated with a general feeling that progress
had been made. However, many issues remain, and
we still have no definitive national picture on how

Results from next
generation sequencing
of leukaemia samples.
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Acute leukaemia cells
under the microscope.

There has been recent commissioning of the
Genomic Laboratory Hub (GLH) networks to
embed advanced genomic technologies in mainstream care.6 The GLHs have been tasked with
a focus on just the genomic testing elements of
SIHMDS labs but have not been asked to consider
the other modalities. In theory, this should support
increasing the genomic testing capability of
SIHMDS labs but, in many regions, GLHs have led
to a tension with the fundamental tenets of NICE
guidance and integrated diagnostics.
The first recommendation of the NICE guidance is the gold standard to achieve an integrated
diagnosis: all SIHMDS testing modalities should

be co-located on a single site. This permits consolidation of expert diagnostic staff and expensive
technologies and is more likely to result in reduced
turnaround times, improved diagnostic accuracy
and greater cost efficiency. SIHMDS laboratories
have often been trailblazers by introducing NGS
techniques into standard care, but not all SIHMDS
have been able to lever the investment in staff
and equipment needed for NGS. Some SIHMDS
labs have had to make a pragmatic compromise,
by sending some tests to other labs, adopting a
networked model.7
The NICE guidance highlights that these
networked models are inherently less efficient
than single site models: challenging integration,
turnaround times, reflex testing and increasing
costs. The GLH model has encouraged the consolidation of NGS into genomic hubs, which has
enabled some networked SIHMDS laboratories
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many established SIHMDS are in operation and
their coverage, although some organisations are
looking at this.

Genomics: opportunities and challenges

Integrated
diagnostics involves
multiprofessional staff
bringing together
morphological,
immunophenotypic
and genomic analyses.
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Image showing the
appearance of a
lymphoma biopsy
under the microscope.
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without prior NGS capability to access important
panel testing. This model relies heavily on integrated IT systems that allow for seamless transfer
of results or data, something that is rarely available in the NHS currently. Thus, those networked
SIHMDS labs have to work harder to produce integrated reports and feed into multidisciplinary
teams (MDTs). An SIHMDS will always need staff
with expert genomic knowledge as it is inherent to
integration and genomic MDTs.
The GLH model has been a challenge for wellestablished SIHMDS laboratories that have made
historical investments in NGS technology, IT
and staff expertise to ensure all SIHMDS modalities are available in one integrated laboratory.
For an SIHMDS with established NGS panel
testing, the clinical benefits of sending samples
to a genomic hub is less clear, as it is inherently
inefficient, reduces integration and is antithetical
to the gold standard described in NICE guidance.
There has been concern from SIHMDS services
across England about the GLH model and the risks
it poses to disrupting established SIHMDS labs.
NICE guidance is based on peer-reviewed
evidence and failure to follow it has medicolegal
implications.
NHS-provided whole genome sequencing
(WGS) is now being implemented at scale, with
acute leukaemia being one of the current indications. The aim of WGS is to ensure patients have
comprehensive genomic profiling alongside
standard of care diagnostics to potentially access
novel therapies, clinical trials and contribute to
research.6
The SIHMDS has an important role in helping
patients access WGS and the return of results,
October 2021
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via genomic MDTs. There is a lot of work needed
to overcome scepticism to focus on patient
recruitment, consent, results interpretation and
turnaround times. WGS will no doubt find its
place and bring benefits for many patients, but
the results will need to be integrated with other
SIHMDS modalities as the other genomics techniques have done. In general, the SIHMDS model
should create opportunities to strengthen relationships with tissue banks and academics and to help
answer basic research questions.

People and pathways: inside and outside
the SIHMDS
The relationship between pathology and clinical
users is fundamental to all high-quality diagnostics. An SIHMDS has daily interactions with users
to ensure samples get to the lab promptly and that
advice on results is readily available. Those relationships are harder to sustain as laboratories get
larger. A certain scale is needed to ensure that
SIHMDS multiprofessional expertise and techniques are co-located and resilient, but that should
not be at the cost of local relationships with users
and participation in MDTs.
There are also workforce challenges involved
in training the haematopathologists of the future.
An SIHMDS involves healthcare scientists and
medical staff working and learning from each
other, blurring the boundaries between professions and disciplines, but training pathways and
curricula need to reflect this. Workforce is one of
the biggest challenges facing the NHS.8
An SIHMDS needs to consider the population it
serves and how patients access the SIHMDS. Inconveniently, patients with blood cancer rarely present
The Bulletin of the Royal College of Pathologists
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Clinician analysing
genomic data.

with classic symptoms in a specialist haematooncology clinic, via two-week-wait pathways.
Leukaemias are often diagnosed after several years
of abnormalities in a blood count that is flagged
up by their GP. Many patients with leukaemia
or myeloma present as an emergency. The ‘backdoor’ lymphoma is well recognised; lymphoid
neoplasms are often found incidentally in tonsils,
lymph nodes or skin biopsies and it is often helpful
for haematopathologists to be down the corridor
from colleagues in other pathology disciplines.
High-quality SIHMDS labs provide the most
advanced diagnostics available, but pathways to
access an SIHMDS can often be fragmented, with
some tests from one region sent to more than one
SIHMDS. Are all eligible patients equitably and
consistently accessing an SIHMDS? There are
many anecdotes that SIHMDS laboratories are not
being used consistently, but little evidence of the
extent of this issue. We need a systematic evaluation of progress on both NICE compliance and
access.

Biology is messy
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Advances in technology have enabled subdivision
of blood cancers into increasing numbers of diagnostic and prognostic categories, with advances in
therapy making these categories increasingly relevant to stratified medicine. The WHO classification
is the haematopathologist’s bible. However, like the
Bible in its early years, the WHO book undergoes
regular revision, with now more than 200 disease
entities. There was a hope that genomics would
provide simple answers and trump other modalities, but the truth is that no single test provides an
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answer. Integration is the key and simple answers
to complex questions rarely exist.
Many cancers are preceded by precursor conditions such as monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis and
clonal haematopoiesis of indeterminate potential.
As we employ sophisticated and sensitive technology, we are increasingly identifying incidental
somatic and germline variants. Blood cancers are
also moving targets; minor subclones present at
diagnosis may be the source of relapsed disease.
An SIHMDS also helps define remission status
and measurable residual disease assessment is
becoming increasingly important.

Summary
Much has been achieved over the past decades.
In some ways, we appear to be living in the
future, with advanced techniques now available
for routine care. We still have a responsibility to
ensure that the future is distributed equitably,
that we ensure that all SIHMDS laboratories are
high quality and that we can assure ourselves that
all patients have consistent access to the most
advanced diagnostics in the world.
References available on our website.
Dr Tom Butler
Consultant Haematologist &
Haematopathologist, Clinical Director
Dr Tim Farren
Head of Immunophenotyping
Barts Health SIHMDS, NHS East and South East
London Pathology Partnership
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Whole genome sequencing for
cancer patients: from gigabases of
sequencing data to actionable findings

Dr Alona Sosinsky

Dr Susan Walker

T

hrough the new Genomic Medicine Service and to capitalise on the success of
the 100,000 Genomes Project, NHS England has commissioned clinical testing
pathways to be the first national healthcare system to offer whole genome
sequencing in routine care for cancer patients.

Genomic data derived from tumour samples can
provide a wealth of information about molecular pathways driving tumour development,
predict tumour response to treatment, and refine
or confirm patient diagnosis and prognosis.1
However, sequencing a whole genome generates
gigabases of sequencing data, requiring extensive
analytical power and technical expertise to translate raw data into clinically actionable findings.2
The Genomics England bioinformatics pipeline
has been designed to standardise interpretation
workflows for whole genome sequencing (WGS)
data across Genomic Laboratory Hubs and to
facilitate implementation of clinical WGS at scale.

WGS test design
In the standard design for WGS in cancer, a
tumour sample is matched to a reference normal
sample obtained from the same patient, typically derived from a peripheral blood, saliva or
skin biopsy sample. High-quality genomic DNA
collected from the tumour and normal samples
undergo library preparation, sequencing and data
pre-processing that translate sequencing signals
(e.g. fluorescent images for Illumina sequencing
or changes to an electrical current for Oxford
Nanopore T
echnology) into base calls (A, T, C
and G).

Mapping and variant calling
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Sequencing of the genome is performed by
reading short fragments of DNA, with each base in
the genome being sequenced multiple times from
independent DNA fragments (approximately
30-times for normal samples and 100-times for
tumour samples).
As outlined by Philip Elliott and Louise Jones
in their article (pp 483–485), using short-read
technologies (e.g. Illumina), fragments of approximately 400 base pair (bp) in length are sequenced
with 150 bp reads from each end, while longread technologies can routinely generate reads
of tens of thousands of base pairs in length. Each
of the sequenced reads is aligned to a standard
reference genome sequence. Next, the sequence
in the aligned fragments is compared with the
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equivalent region of the reference sequence and
differences are identified in a process known as
variant calling.
By sequencing both tumour and normal
samples, variants that are found only in the
tumour sample (somatic mutations) can be identified by subtraction of variants that are also found
in the normal sample. Interpretation of somatic
mutations can be particularly challenging as some
tumour types can carry tens or even hundreds
of thousands of somatic mutations, yet only a
small number justify clinical review. Therefore,
variant prioritisation is essential, but requires
careful design and implementation to ensure
that clinically relevant variants are not missed.3
This complex, multi-step process of genome analysis can be implemented as an automated pipeline
to ensure fast processing of patient genomic data
and generation of reproducible outcomes.
Since the introduction of WGS by Illumina
in 2007, dozens of algorithms for alignment and
variant calling have been published.4 There are
several factors that need to be considered while
selecting tools for WGS analysis: speed, accuracy and compatibility with downstream tools.
To ensure compatibility of tools for different steps
of the analytical pipeline, standard formats were
introduced for files containing information for
aligned sequencing data (binary alignment map)
or variants data (variant call format). Since each
genomic region is sequenced multiple times,
gigabases of data are generated for each sequenced
genome, therefore alignment and variant calling
are computationally intensive tasks. However, high
depth is required to mitigate problems owing to
unavoidable noise in sequencing and base calling,
uneven distribution of sequenced DNA fragments along the reference genome and intrinsic
tumour heterogeneity.
There are several types of clinically actionable genomic variants that can be derived from
WGS. Different, bespoke variant calling tools are
required for different types of variation. For use
in clinical practice, it is essential to select variant
calling tools that provide high sensitivity and specificity of variant detection. Tumour and normal
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Figure 1: Whole genome sequencing analysis for a patient with high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma. (A) Outcomes of somatic
variant calling (small variants and structural variant) and interpretation. (B) Circos plot illustrating the distribution of somatic
variants across the genome with each concentric circle (track) representing a different class of variant. Chromosomes are
arranged sequentially around the circumference as indicated. The information presented in each track is as follows. Track 1
(innermost track): chromosomes. Tracks 2 and 3: number of somatic single nucleotide variants (in red) and indels (in green)
in 2 Mb window. Track 4: ratio of normalised depth of coverage for tumour versus normal in log2 scale smoothed over
100 kb windows. Copy number losses are indicated in red, copy number gains are indicated in green, copy-neutral loss of
heterozygosity regions are indicated in yellow. Track 5 (outermost track, in blue): absolute depth of coverage in tumour sample.
Structural variants are indicated by arcs inside the plot; translocations are indicated in green, inversions are indicated in purple,
duplications are indicated in blue, deletions are indicated in red. (C) Contextual frequency of each type of base substitution. The
counts of each mutation type (i.e. base substitution) at each mutation context (i.e. base situated immediately 3’ and 5’ to the
mutated nucleotide) are normalised by the total number of applicable tri-nucleotide counts in the reference genome. Mutation
types are given on the horizontal axis while the percentage of mutations attributed to a specific mutation type are on the
vertical axis.
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samples are analysed jointly to avoid reporting
variants that are clearly present in the germline.
However, detecting subclonal somatic mutations present in only a subset of tumour cells is
particularly challenging owing to limited tumour
sampling or insufficient sequencing depth.
WGS analysis allows genome-wide detection of
small variants (single base substitutions or small
insertion or deletion events), copy number aberrations (CNAs) and large structural variants (SVs).
It provides much higher resolution than standard
of care cytogenetic analysis and a much broader
view of the genome than fluorescence in situ
hybridisation tests that are limited to one or two
genes. CNAs (chromosomal gains and losses) are
identified by the change in depth of read coverage
and deviation of B-allele frequency. This approach
has its limitations, as most CNA callers are not
able to detect subclonal variants.

By sequencing fragments from both ends,
SVs can be identified when the alignment of the
two reads in a pair is not consistent with what
is expected from the reference genome, either
the distance between the reads or the relative
orientation.5
The small variants identified can be used to
perform genome-wide characterisation of the
tumour, for example, assessment of tumour mutation burden or mutational signatures (analysis
of somatic mutation patterns in trinucleotide
groups).6
However, the complexity of the genome introduces challenges for both alignment and variant
calling. Some sequencing reads cannot be unambiguously mapped to the reference genome,
such as reads that originate from the regions of
segmental duplication, blocks of DNA that occur
at more than one site within the genome and
typically share a high level (>90%) of sequence
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identity. Such reads will be assigned low mapping
quality and true variants in these regions can
go undetected. Some positions in the genome
are prone to sequencing mistakes and, owing to
comparatively shallow sequencing of normal
samples, these artificial mismatches can be misreported as somatic variants. However, these errors
can be identified by using data derived from large
cohorts of normal samples and flagging potential
false-positive variants in recurrently problematic
regions.

Quality control of sequencing data
Extensive quality control is required to ensure
high-quality data is provided for patient care.
The quality control steps performed in the
pipeline include confirmation that:
•
•

Annotation and interpretation
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After variants have been confidently identified,
the next step is to annotate their predicted consequence, pathogenicity and actionability.3 This is
performed by predicting the impact of variants on
the genes in which they reside and by annotation
with a range of publicly available biological data.
Single variant substitutions and small
insertions or deletions can cause either loss-offunction mutations in tumour suppressor genes
or activating mutations in oncogenes. Large SVs
(translocations, deletions, duplications and inversions) are emerging as important targets for new
therapies and prognostic/diagnostic markers. The
high resolution of WGS allows identification of
the precise location of fusion breakpoints, which
then enables resolution of whether the potential
fusion protein would preserve the open reading
frame.
In Figure 1, we present an example of interpretation of WGS data derived from a high-grade serous
ovarian carcinoma (HGSOC) tumour sample.
Presence of a frameshift insertion (insertion of a
single A) in the TP53 gene (Figure 1A) is in agreement with the high prevalence of TP53 mutations
in HGSOC (at least 96%).7 Review of somatic variants also highlighted the presence of a premature
stop codon mutation in the BRCA1 gene, which
is annotated as pathogenic with high confidence
in the ClinVar database. Analysis of CNAs also
reported the loss of the second copy of the BRCA1
gene.
An overview of this genome is presented in
Figure 1B with the absolute depth of coverage in
the tumour sample and normalised coverage with
CNAs (gain in green and loss in red) presented on
the two outermost tracks. The entire long arm of
chromosome 17 (17q) that carries the BRCA1 gene
is showing reduced read coverage that is reported
as a loss of one copy del(17)(q11.1;q21.31).
Deleterious mutations in BRCA1 are known to
cause homologous recombination deficiency
(HRD),8 which is supported by mutational signature analysis for this tumour (Figure 1C; the
signature for HRD has a very flat pattern across
tri-nucleotide patterns). Recently approved NICE
guidance for ovarian patients with HRD makes
this patient eligible for olaparib treatment.9
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•
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samples (tumour and normal) are not
contaminated by DNA from another patient
sequencing data are of sufficient quality
with uniform coverage, the DNA fragment
has a length of ~400 bp, there is a high
mapping rate of sequenced reads to the reference genome and there is a low number of
chimeric fragments
tumour content (purity or cellularity) is
above the limit of detection for somatic
variants (>30%)
tumour in normal contamination (TINC)
level for haematological samples is low. High
TINC prevents inappropriate subtraction
of true somatic variants resulting in false
positives.

It is an exciting time in cancer genomics.
The latest genomic advances can now be translated into clinical care for cancer patients within
the framework of NHSE. The high-resolution
analysis made possible by WGS allows for better
understanding of genome biology. The unprecedented amount of genomic data generated
through the Genomic Medicine Service can be
used for research that will lead to advances in
sequencing and analytical technologies, developing our understanding of cancer biology, and
ultimately leading to further improvements in
patient care.
References available on our website.
Dr Alona Sosinsky, PhD
Scientific Director for Cancer
Genomics England
Dr Susan Walker, PhD
Scientific Delivery Manager
Genomics England
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Cancer genomic testing
and the pathologist

G

enomic healthcare will affect all areas of medicine. Pathologists will need to
keep on top of new technological developments and training requirements to
make the best use of genomic testing.

The current expansion in genomic testing aims to
realise the long-promised potential of personalised medicine. There is hope that this will impact
on cancer survival statistics when compared to
similarly developed nations across Europe and
beyond, in addition to promoting equity, access
and efficiency.1 This genomic revolution, spearheaded in the UK by the 100,000 Genomes Project
and currently being actuated by the NHS Genomic
Medicine Service (GMS),2 will effectively drive
the use of genomic testing within the NHS for
years to come.
It has been argued that, of all the laboratory-based specialties, pathology has been slow
to embrace the emergence of the genomic era.3
However, in many respects, pathologists have
been performing genomic analysis using surrogate markers for decades, so this integration of
knowledge is not new. While a major component of the GMS revolves around investigation
of so-called rare disease, it is in the field of cancer
that the impact on pathology will be most
encountered.
Given the progress of translational research
in yielding real-world results, we are now rapidly
approaching a crossroads – genomic medicine
will change pathology, but how will that change
manifest in the coming years? And critically, how
will pathology handle the multiple challenges of
expanding genomic testing – best use of tissue,
ensuring high-quality samples for testing, interpretation and integration of results, knowledge
expansion, and workforce and capacity issues – to
deliver on the GMS and its potential?

A fixation on formalin

As the first port of call for cells and tissue taken
during investigations for suspected cancers,
pathologists have long been the gateway to
testing, determining the best use of this limited
resource. It seems reasonable to assume that next
generation sequencing (NGS)-based testing will
require pathological input, although the extent
of involvement will depend upon the specialty
proactively seeking a pivotal role.
In a drive to improve turnaround times of
genomic tests, it has been suggested that clinicians
could send tissue directly for genomic testing, for
example colorectal biopsies, for mismatch repair
testing. Furthermore, some tests are not dependent

Clearly, morphological analysis remains the core
of cancer diagnosis, with additional tests being
done largely to confirm and refine diagnosis and
provide prognostic and/or predictive information. Thus, formalin fixation of tissues to achieve
optimal morphological quality has been the mainstay of histopathology. However, genomic testing
is more accurate and requires lower input when
fresh frozen (FF) samples are used rather than
formalin-fixed paraffin embedded tissue. Indeed,
whole genome sequencing (WGS) via the 100,000
Genomes Project showed improved single nucleotide variation and copy number alteration calling
when performed on FF tissue, as described by
Arumugan et al.7 Within the GMS, FF tissue for
WGS is mandatory.
Formaldehyde is now defined as a Carc1B
(presumed to have carcinogenic potential for
humans),8 and recent EU law reduced allowable
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on the final histopathological diagnosis. One such
recent development is NICE guidance on NTRK
testing and treatment, now approved for use in
specific circumstances but histology-agnostic,4
so testing could proceed in parallel with histological assessment. Any tumour positive for the
fusion protein will be eligible for treatment with
entrectinib and larotrectinib.5 However, as any
pathologist will recognise, there is no guarantee
that any given biopsy will contain cancer cells or
an adequate ratio of cancer to normal tissue, both
of which would have significant implications for
test result interpretation.
Further challenges also include ensuring that,
where tissue is particularly limited, at least the
minimum required genomic testing is achieved
and not sacrificed at the expense of a failed
panel test. Here again, the pathologist is key in
assessing the sample and tumour content and
predicting which samples are likely to be insufficient for panel testing. Local systems should
be in place for more limited testing – a so-called
‘salvage pathway’ – so patient care is not compromised. Thus, management of the testing process
is most effectively undertaken by the pathologist.
In keeping with this, some Genomics Laboratory
Hubs’ websites clearly state that the pathologist
will determine the test of choice and results will
be returned to them.6
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workplace exposure from 2 ppm to 0.5 ppm.9,10
This has encouraged attempts to move away from
formalin in theatres and reduce exposure within
the laboratory by trialling systems of vacuumpacked specimen transfer or use of alternatives
fixatives. These two elements combined are a
powerful incentive to reduce formalin use despite
the very obvious upfront costs and requirement
for new specimen pathways.
Adoption of alternative fixatives is challenging
in terms of cost, safety, efficacy and compatibility
with established immunohistochemical (IHC)
and in situ hybridisation protocols.11 Paxgene is
one such option and has been shown to provide
better DNA and RNA integrity for molecular
testing, but provides poorer H&E and IHC staining
for higher cost.12 Recently, evidence suggested that
the reduction in concentration of neutral buffered formalin (NBF), when compared with higher
concentrations of NBF or 10% formal saline for
routine fixation, may increase DNA yield without
impacting morphology.13
It seems unlikely we will see a dramatic shift
away from formalin in the near term, although
with the expansion of WGS in the GMS there
will be pressure for laboratories to receive tissue
fresh with the onus on labs to process, sample for
genomic testing and fix safely, which may drive a
need for out-of-hours working patterns. Increased
handling of fresh tissue may bring with it risk of
infection and it seems unlikely that formalin will
be totally removed from the process owing to
its usefulness as an antimicrobial,14 but parallel
systems to achieve the goals of the GMS may need
to be developed.

NGS technologies
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There is an ever-increasing array of technologies and approaches to genomic testing, as well
as the bioinformatics and data science tools
used to analyse outputs. While it is unlikely
that pathologists will be responsible for primary
interpretation of genomic tests, knowledge of
the technologies applied will be important to
understand their limitations in the context of an
integrated pathology report.
Most genomic testing focuses on sequencing
either DNA or RNA, or methylation analysis,
and are built on the work of Frederick Sanger’s
sequencing by synthesis.15 This technique is still
commercially available and gives accurate reads
of 600–1,000 bases in length.16 However, it is not
high throughput, which led to the development
of multiple NGS techniques in an effort to drive
down price and increase speed. Here, DNA or RNA
is extracted, fragmented, prepared with specific
adaptors (‘library prep’) and then sequenced.
This results in millions of smaller reads rather
than fewer, longer reads, but at the cost of accuracy. Errors are mitigated by the large number of
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reads generated by individual fragments of DNA
combined with statistical correction. Some areas
remain difficult to sequence owing to homopolymeric regions (consecutive identical bases), GC
bias,17 and centromeric or telomeric regions.16
There are many different techniques currently
employed for sequencing, with the choice of platform largely dictated by desired experimental
outcomes. These include Ion Torrent, Illumina,
Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) and Oxford Nanopore.18–21 Ion Torrent measures hydrogen ions
released when a complementary nucleotide is
incorporated into a growing DNA chain.22
By contrast, Illumina binds DNA fragments
to a glass slide and sequential addition of proprietary nucleotides with fluorescent reporters
occurs, with the reported colour corresponding
to the base added.23 The process is repeated up
to 300-times, either from one end of a DNA fragment (single-read) or both ends (paired-end).
Both Ion Torrent and Illumina result in relatively short lengths of DNA read in each run, but
many millions of fragments of DNA can be read
simultaneously.
PacBio and Oxford Nanopore are both longread sequencers. PacBio can read fragments up
to 30–50 kb in length, using an engineered DNA
polymerase bound to the DNA and anchoring it
within a microscopic well. Nucleotides with fluorophores are incorporated and recorded in real
time owing to the unique properties of the circular
DNA template and well construction on the flow
cell.21 Oxford Nanopore uses a membrane with
protein pores that bind a polymerase and ratchet
through DNA as nucleotides are added. Detection of the current change across the membrane
enables base calling.24 This system allows ultralong reads (longest to date >4 Mb) with a generally
higher error rate than short reads, but with the
ability to sequence long, repetitive regions.
Currently, the GMS uses the Illumina platform
and Genomics England Bioinformatics pipeline for
commissioned WGS (at present including paediatric tumours, sarcomas and some haematological
malignancies) with large NGS cancer panel
testing recommended for all other solid tumours.
The knowledge gap posed by this new technology is well recognised by NHS England, Health
Education England and the College, and a range
of approaches are being taken to address this, as
outlined by Mahamdallie et al.25 While this education will be embedded in the curriculum of our
trainees, a more bespoke approach will need to
be taken to ensure the upskilling of our existing
consultant workforce.

Shaping the future of pathology
The desire for economies of scale, standardisation
and equity of access to genomic testing within the
NHS has led to the centralisation of purported
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genomic testing within England at seven NHS
Genomic Laboratory Hubs.26 These hubs will be
linked to the National Genomic Test Directory,27
listing the full range of tests funded by the NHS
in England. In relation to cancer, these are divided
into solid tumours (adult), neurological tumours,
sarcomas, haematological tumours and paediatric tumours. It is expected there will be equity
of access for all those eligible to get a test, with
standardisation across the country.
The College’s view is that ‘pathologists are at
the heart of these developments because of their
vast experience in tissue handling, processing and
reporting’,28 which accords with many of the key
challenges involved in the successful implementation of the GMS. The government published
Genome UK: The Future of Healthcare in September
last year,29 and set out ‘the vision to extend the
UK’s leadership in genomic healthcare and
research’. Part of that vision is to link genomic data
with medical records and digital pathology information, with the realisation that much work will
be required ‘to meet the needs of the pathology
workforce to support cancer genomics’.
The aim of the NHS Genomic Medicine Service
is to ‘offer genomic testing routinely to all people
with cancer’,2 so it is clear that sampling, tumour
assessment, sequencing and analysis of cancers
across the NHS will be routine in the near future.
There is little doubt this will drive advances
in molecular classification and subtyping of
cancers given the vast amount of data that global
sequencing within a national healthcare service
will provide when linked to clinical data and longterm outcomes. It will also provide prognostic

and therapeutic data relating to specific genomic
changes such as drug targetability or response to
immunomodulation.
Routine genomic analysis on this scale is
unprecedented and will place the UK at the
forefront of precision cancer diagnostics. But
pathology is key to the realisation of this vision,
not only in ensuring delivery of testing, but also
in the collation of this data with morphological
features, which will offer a unified pathological
answer to the clinical question.
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All-party parliamentary group meets
on the cancer backlog

I

Janine Aldridge

n this article, Janine Aldridge, Public Affairs Officer at the College, looks at our work
to highlight the backlog in cancer services as a result of COVID-19 and to raise
awareness around workforce with our stakeholders.

We have continued to showcase the vital role of
our members throughout the COVID-19 pandemic,
including tackling the backlog in diagnostic cases.
We do this by responding to consultations, calls
for evidence from parliamentary committees,
writing and disseminating briefings, and many
other avenues to strengthen our relationships with
parliamentarians and stakeholders.

Meeting with MPs
The President, Professor Mike Osborn, had a
productive meeting with Elliot Colburn MP
(Conservative, Carshalton and Wallington), along
with Macmillan Cancer, which resulted in Mr
Colburn writing to the then Secretary of State for
Health and Social Care to highlight concerns over
backlogs in cancer services following disruption
caused by COVID-19.
The President has also written to the new Secretary of State for Health and Social Care, Sajid Javid
MP, offering congratulations on his appointment.
Professor Osborn outlined the College’s serious
concerns over preparations to deal with the backlog
of cancer care and other serious illnesses, and the
surge of demand for pathology services as a result
of the pandemic. We have also requested a meeting
to discuss these areas in more detail and invited the
Secretary of State to visit a pathology laboratory to
see first-hand the amazing work of our members.

Maintaining workforce
To manage the backlog and the expected rise in
referrals, it is vital to have the right number of
health staff in the right places. As well as more
investment to recruit and retain more pathology
staff, the College would also like to see more
training places, better IT for day-to-day work and
capital investment to implement digital pathology
more widely, so staff can work more efficiently
and flexibly.

Parliamentarians on the cancer backlog
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Following evidence submitted by the College,
Professor Osborn spoke at the #CatchUpWithCancer roundtable discussion and cancer summit
events hosted by the All-Party Parliamentary
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Group (APPG) for Radiotherapy, APPG on
Cancer and APPG on Health. The events brought
together experts from across the cancer healthcare
community with parliamentarians to discuss the
cancer backlog.
The solutions recommended at the summit
informed the Catch Up With Cancer – The Way
Forward report, which made seven recommendations to government. With 40,000 ‘missing’ cancer
patients and referrals down 350,000, urgent action
is needed.
The President signed a letter that was sent to
the Prime Minister, along with 70 MPs, heads of
medical colleges and leading oncologists, urging
him to accept the recommendations in the report
to tackle the COVID-induced cancer backlog.
The letter was covered in the media.

The College’s efforts
Other College members have also contributed to APPG meetings on cancer-related issues.
Dr Matthew Clarke and Dr Ben Uttenthal represented the College at the ‘APPG for Children,
Teenagers and Young Adults with Cancer’ Annual
General Meeting, which focused on some very
moving stories from young people who have been
through cancer journeys during the pandemic.
‘Fear’ and ‘isolation’ were key words.
We have also responded to an inquiry by the
APPGs on Blood Cancer and on Stem Cell Transplantation on the impact of COVID-19 on blood
cancer services.
We have promoted the benefits of genomic
medicine through our On the Agenda pages and
through engaging with policymakers. Genomic
medicine provides an incredible opportunity for
faster, more accurate diagnosis and tailored treatment for people with cancer and inherited diseases.
College members who have specific expertise
and knowledge in this area will be central to the
successful implementation of genomic medicine
across the NHS. However, this will require investment in more staff equipped with knowledge and
laboratories with equipment.
The College is concerned that there is no
planned resource provision for the significantly
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increased workload that the Genomic Medicine
Service will create for pathology, which will grow
over time. Without this being addressed, there will
be very significant issues in providing the quality
and level of service desired and aspired to by the
government.
We will continue engagement with politicians and key organisations to make the case to

government about the need to tackle the cancer
diagnostic backlog and to ensure COVID recovery
includes positive recognition and sustained
support for pathology services and training,
especially across the NHS.
Janine Aldridge
Public Affairs Officer

Best practice standards
for infection services

R

Dr Natasha Ratnaraja

Professor Angharad
Davies
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CPath, the British Infection Association and the Royal College of Physicians
recently published best practice guidance to create a single set of standards for
delivering infection services.

Traditionally, infection expertise in the NHS has
predominantly been provided by medical microbiologists and virologists, with infectious diseases
departments mainly based in specialist centres.
However, continuing medical advances and the
impact of antimicrobial resistance and hospitalassociated infections have resulted in a huge rise in
the demand for infection expertise.
At the same time, many diagnostic infection
laboratories have been reconfigured into pathology
networks, with associated workforce challenges
in meeting the demands of diagnosing and
managing infections within the NHS. The introduction of Combined Infection Training (CIT) has
resulted in a new dual specialty-trained workforce.
This better integration of the infection specialties
should lead to a more holistic and comprehensive
model of care for patients with infection.
The importance of infection services has never
been more apparent than during the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic. The crisis has also highlighted the
diversity in provision of infection services and the
need to collaborate and work closely with other
specialties (e.g. acute medicine and intensive care).
A one-size-fits-all model for the provision of
infection services is not appropriate owing to
challenges with workforce and different types of
infection expertise in different hospitals. Rather, a
more flexible approach to delivery, while retaining
an overarching infection service provision, may
be better suited to some centres owing to geography and/or hospital acuity. However, standards
are needed, to ensure parity in the provision of
infection expertise and patient care. Although

standards exist for diagnostic laboratories and
some aspects of patient care, to date there has
not been a single set of standards looking at the
requirements of an infection service.

In collaboration with RCPath and the Royal
College of Physicians, the Clinical Services
Committee of the British Infection Association
(BIA) developed seven standards for infection
services. These draw on published guidance and
evidence where they exist as well as the group’s
extensive experience in delivering infection
services in hospitals across the NHS. They incorporate laboratory and clinical practice standards,
and allow for flexibility in acknowledgement of
the diversity in the provision of infection expertise
within the NHS.
An extensive consultation took place with all
RCPath members in infection specialties invited
to comment and the guidance receiving approval
from the RCPath Medical Microbiology/Medical
Virology Specialty Advisory Committee (SAC). The
SAC is grateful to all members who responded to
the consultation and submitted comments.
The standards are intended to represent
a baseline for infection services to benchmark
themselves against and to provide an indication
of the resource needed to provide a high-quality
service. They will be reviewed annually and
updated as additional evidence becomes available.
RCPath is pleased to have collaborated with the
BIA to produce these standards, which are available
on our website.
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The College signs a Memorandum
of Understanding with the
Care Quality Commission

Dr Berenice Lopez

P

atient safety is one of the College’s key concerns. To ensure the safety and quality
of pathology services, the College has recently signed an agreement with the Care
Quality Commission to share information on safety risks.

Pathologists and their laboratories are at the heart
of patient care. We work hard every day to promote
high clinical standards and do the very best for
patients. Patient safety, however, is not simply
about individual effort. We work in complex
systems, with many factors influencing the probability of error.
Patient safety is about strong safety cultures
and the comprehensive application of system
thinking, prioritising learning and continuous
improvement, collaborating to value everyone’s
perspective, and tackling inappropriate blame.
It is also about taking clear and proactive action
to protect patients when safety doesn’t improve
within a system.
It is in this spirit that the College signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with
the Care Quality Commission (CQC) in January
2021. The MOU confirms that we will share information about the quality of pathology services,
including any concerns or evidence of safety risks.
The drivers for this work were threefold.

Key concerns
Governance of technical external quality
assurance
The College is leading a review of the oversight
and governance of technical external quality assurance (EQA). A long-standing concern has been the
existing framework’s lack of teeth, i.e. the lack of
a mechanism for escalating persistent poor performance by a pathology service, despite intervention
and support, to the regulators and/or improvement
bodies across the UK. We have raised awareness of
this work with these bodies and have agreed an
escalation process with the CQC. We are setting up
similar processes with their equivalents across the
four nations of the UK.
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Informing regulators of patient safety issues
The College recognises the potential for ethical
dilemmas associated with invited reviews.
The College is made aware of patient safety issues
relating to pathology services through the invited
review process. However, the College has no power
or authority to take action if these issues are not
being addressed by a provider in a sufficiently
timely manner.
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While it is currently up to providers to
inform the CQC (or equivalent in the devolved
nations) of external reviews, there are concerns
that regulators may not always be notified of
safety issues and of the wide variation in the
transparency of external reviews. Prioritising
patient safety, the College has decided to proactively share all invited reviews with the CQC.
We are the first royal college to do this and we
should be proud of our proactive and patientcentred stance.
Interestingly, a recent BBC Panorama
programme raised this issue and there are wider
discussions with the CQC about changes that
would see all professional bodies undertaking
invited reviews routinely share a copy of the
review with the regulator.
Inspection of independent laboratories
The College has worked closely with the CQC
to produce a framework for the inspection of
independent laboratories, which will support
their planned inspections of these services.
Although the CQC does not ordinarily inspect a
laboratory service being run or provided by an
NHS trust or an independent hospital provider,
the CQC is permitted to inspect providers of all
and any regulated activity that is being provided.
It is vital for the CQC to be able to seek our expert
advice when required.

What will the MOU achieve?
In summary, the sharing of information will:
•

•

•

•

enable CQC inspectors to have formal access
to the College to raise queries about specific
providers or services
allow CQC inspectors to seek advice from
the College if actions are needed to support
improvement or to ensure patient safety in
pathology
inform the focus for the CQC’s assessment of
pathology services and any areas that need
specific attention
alert the CQC to cases where measures taken
to address persistent poor performance in
technical EQA by a pathology service have
failed, despite intervention and support from
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•

the College’s Quality Assurance in Pathology
Committee (formerly known as the Joint
Working Group for Quality Assurance)
enable the College to seek advice from the
CQC if actions to ensure standards of care and
good governance of pathology services are
required.

Further work is being undertaken with Health
Improvement Wales, Health Improvement Scotland and the Regulation and Quality Improvement
Authority in Northern Ireland to develop similar
arrangements.
Dr Berenice Lopez
Clinical Director of Safety and Quality

What have been the major
contributions of pathology
to managing COVID-19?

Rebecca Sarsam
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he Paola Domizio Undergraduate Essay Prize gives undergraduates the
opportunity to show their enthusiasm for pathology. This year’s entrants were
asked to discuss how pathology has contributed to the management of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Read on for Rebecca Sarsam’s winning essay.

Since initial reports of a cluster of cases of ‘pneumonia of unknown origin’ in Wuhan City, China,
in December 2019,1 massive advances have been
made in only 18 months – from the identification and genome sequencing of the causative
viral pathogen SARS-CoV-2 in January 2020,2 to
the development of effective testing for the virus
using PCR tests (January 2020),3 tests for neutralising antibodies (approved May 2020)4 and lateral
flow tests (confirmed to be sufficiently accurate in
November 2020).5 In addition, knowledge of the
clinical picture of COVID-19 has evolved since
its discovery, from fever, dyspnea and invasive
lesions of both lungs on chest radiographs1 to a
more systemic condition affecting multiple organ
systems such as the heart, kidneys and gastrointestinal tract.6 Treatments reducing mortality have
been trialled and integrated into clinical practice,
such as dexamethasone for hospitalised patients.7
New variants of SARS-CoV-2 have been identified
and tracked.8 And finally, and most importantly,
a number of effective vaccines against COVID-19
have been created.9–11
At each stage, the contributions of pathologists
such as virologists, histopathologists and immunologists to combating the COVID-19 pandemic
have been vital.
Initially, SARS-CoV-2 was isolated by a team
of Chinese virologists led by Zhang Yongzhen,
from swab samples from the initial outbreak of
pneumonia of unknown origin in Wuhan, and
the genome of the novel virus was published on
virological.org.2 From the discovery of the similarity of the novel coronavirus to SARS, Zhang was
also able to suggest that the virus was spread by

respiratory transmission and was likely to be more
dangerous than influenza/H5N1 Avian flu and
that it was therefore vital to enact public health
measures to protect against the new disease.12
Having access to the genome sequence of SARSCoV-2 allowed diagnostic PCR tests for COVID-19
to be developed rapidly – from the publication
of the genome on 11 January, Malaysian virologists were able to create and optimise a real-time
PCR test for COVID-19 by 21 January, with a
similar protocol published by the World Health
Organization days later, allowing testing for
patients with suspected COVID and isolation and
contact tracing of early cases.3,13 Though COVID
tests were scarce during the initial stages of the
pandemic and contact tracing systems became
overwhelmed, the development of effective PCR
testing for COVID-19 by pathologists placed the
nation in a far stronger position to respond to the
pandemic in later months. The discovery by virologists that SARS-CoV-2 RNA is shed not only in
respiratory secretions, but also in the faeces of
infected individuals14 allowed wastewater testing
to be in place to provide an ‘early warning system’
to detect localised COVID outbreaks.15
Pathology labs carrying out PCR tests were able
to acquire massive numbers of genome sequences
from SARS-CoV-2 infections, which were used to
monitor the development of mutations and analyse
whether new variants were more contagious
or deadly.16 The discovery of the highly contagious
B117 variant in Kent in late 2020 enabled public
health measures to be put in place before case
numbers were extremely high to slow the spread
of the virus and prevent hospital systems from
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becoming overwhelmed.17 The ability to track
variants has also been vital to efforts to prevent
the spread of variants from abroad, by allowing
detection of variants before they become widespread in the country and may still be contained
by contact tracing and isolation measures.8
During
the
pandemic,
the
work
of
histopathologists
has
also
been
incredibly important in understanding the pathogenesis of COVID-19, aiding advances in treatment.
For example, post-mortem studies of patients
who died from COVID-19 were used to show that
immunopathology plays a large role in severe
COVID-19, while virally infected cells were only
sporadically present late in the disease course.18
These findings, in addition to preliminary data
from the RECOVERY trial,7 added evidence in
favour of the use of immunomodulatory therapies
such as low-dose dexamethasone in treatment of
severe COVID-19, which many guidelines considered either contraindicated or not recommended
early in the pandemic due to the risk of delayed
viral clearance.19 Dexamethasone was shown in
the RECOVERY trial to reduce mortality by one
third in ventilated COVID-19 patients, and its
use to treat COVID-19 has been estimated to have
saved one million lives globally.20
The journey from discovery of a new virus to
development of numerous effective vaccines in
less than a year has been a historical first, made
possible by the essential contributions of immunologists to the vaccine effort. Vaccinology research
at Oxford’s Jenner Institute developing a vaccine
against MERS (also a coronavirus) had shown that
use of a viral vector platform using chimpanzee
adenoviruses was effective in inducing a strong
immune response. By repurposing this technology

for COVID-19 vaccine development, scientists
were able to cut down on the time required to
prepare for clinical trials, allowing the vaccine
to reach approval faster.21 mRNA vaccines had
also been in progress before the pandemic began,
against influenza (BioNTech)22 and various forms
of cancer (Moderna).23 Scientists at these companies started vaccine development in January
2020 using the genome sequence published by
Zhang’s team, leading to clinical trials beginning
in April 2020.24,25 The creation of antibody tests
for the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein allowed immunogenicity of the new vaccines to be researched.26
Development of the vaccine candidates so early
after the novel virus was discovered allowed
manufacturing to start early during the pandemic,
increasing the supply of doses available in late
2020 and early 2021.
In conclusion, a historically unparalleled
response to the novel disease has been achieved
over the last year and a half. As cases and deaths
dwindle in many countries, including the UK,
it has been clear that the contributions of
pathology to this process have been critical.
From discovering the causative virus, to developing and interpreting testing, to researching the
pathogenesis of the disease in order to suggest
treatment, and most recently to the development
of multiple highly effective vaccines: without
pathology, the chasm between this viral pandemic
and recovery could not be bridged.
References available on our website.
Rebecca Sarsam
Fourth-year medical undergraduate
King’s College London

Testing strategies for managing
COVID-19

T

Maeve McLaughlin
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he winner of this year’s Hugh Platt Foundation Essay Prize was Maeve McLaughlin
who explained the role of different testing strategies to manage the COVID-19
pandemic.

‘Our key message is: test, test, test’.
This was the broadcasted message from Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, head of the World Health
Organization (WHO) in April 2020, to healthcare
systems across the world as we began to tackle
the deadly virus starting to spill over the globe.
While previous messages had highlighted the
importance of handwashing and social distancing,
this message was clear. Testing is essential to
gain control of this rapidly spreading virus
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and he reiterated, ‘It is not possible to fight a
fire blindfolded’.1 One year on, we look at the
different methods of testing for the SARS-CoV-2
virus and the impact it has globally on social
distancing restrictions.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing is the
most accurate test for current infection, using nasal
or throat swabs to test for virus RNA, providing the
swabs have been taken correctly. Current recommendation is that a nasopharyngeal specimen
The Bulletin of the Royal College of Pathologists
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should be obtained first. In severe cases requiring
intubation, lower specimen samples can be taken
from aspirate from endotracheal tube or bronchoscopy. However, as this is an aerosol-generating
procedure, risks need to be taken into consideration and determining if a positive result will change
management. While difficult to measure the true
sensitivity and specificity, data has shown the falsepositive rate is less than 0.005%, making it the
current gold standard for testing.2
Lateral flow testing (LFT) is being expanded
on a daily basis; any resident in the UK can order
a kit from the UK government website and test
themselves twice weekly. From March 2021,
up to 1.5 million LFTs were conducted in the
UK according to the then Health Secretary Matt
Hancock; this compares to the data from last year
when the government was struggling to reach
a target of 100,000 PCR tests a day. Advice from
Public Health England emphasises LFT should
only be used in asymptomatic individuals and are
used to help identify the suspected one-third of
patients who have COVID-19 without showing
any symptoms. As rapid antigen testing becomes
more accessible, there are concerns that this can
give a false sense of security and reduce the need to
socially distance.
An NHS asymptomatic staff pilot study evaluated loop-mediated isothermal amplification
(LAMP) molecular testing technologies in 22,941
swab samples with RNA extraction showed a sensitivity of 99.57% and specificity of 99.40%, showing
equivalent sensitivity and specificity to the gold
standard RT-qPCR.3 LAMP testing is conducted at
a constant temperature rather than using a series
of temperature changes to produce copies of viral
DNA. LAMP testing, therefore, provides a cheaper
and quicker method of testing for SARS-CoV-2
compared with RT-qPCR without compromising
on specificity.4 While not yet approved for use in
the UK, as we approach winter and the likelihood
of new variants and further waves of infection
it is essential to continue frontline testing to
detect outbreaks.
As mass testing becomes more available, pooled
sample testing can be used. This is usually in areas
where the results are expected to be negative.
This allows large volumes of tests to be processed
and is a quick way of excluding an active COVID-19
infection within that pool. However, if the result is
positive, each member of the pool will need to be
retested to identify which members are positive.
This testing strategy was rolled out by the University of Nottingham and the University of Cambridge
in September 2020 to prevent massive outbreaks,5
and allowing campuses to stay open, as at the time,
lateral flow testing was not as readily available.
Sewage analysis is also a helpful tool to detect
outbreaks in particular areas; RNA extraction and
detection can be taken from wastewater samples

to provide real-time monitoring of the presence
of SAR-CoV-2 infection in the community. Wastebased epidemiology is widely recognised and has
been used previously for detecting conditions
such as polio and Zika virus in affected countries. Viral shedding occurs in stools even if the
individual is asymptomatic; while different individuals will shed different amounts of the virus,
it can provide a snapshot of the combined viral
prevalence in an area.6
A quick online search will result in multiple
websites offering ‘antibody tests’. This raised
concerns, especially before the international
vaccine roll-out as the link between antigens and
acquired immunity was not well investigated.
They were sold at high prices to a population that
was panicked and wanted to know their immunity
status. Most of these antibody tests look at binding
antibodies, developed in response to past infection
with SARS-CoV-2. Binding antibodies flag a pathogen to the immune system whereas a neutralising
antibody stops the pathogen in its track.
A study including 113 COVID-19 patients
found that the most severe cases were associated
with increased inflammatory markers and high
anti-receptor binding domain antibody levels.7
Quantitation of neutraliser potency revealed high
potency was a predictor of survival. Measuring
neutralising antibodies is not widely performed but
may have a role in predicting disease severity and
survival in the most unwell patients infected with
SARS-CoV-2.
Variants of concern are continuing to spread
globally, with the WHO reporting in June 2021
the delta variant first identified in India has been
detected in 62 countries and has overtaken the
alpha variant to be the UK’s dominant strain.8
The US Food and Drug Administration has warned
healthcare leaders to be aware of the possibility of
false negatives with molecular tests, as mutations
of the part of the virus’ genome that is tested could
lead to a negative test result. They recommend
using multiple genetic targets to determine a final
result as the prevalence of genetic variants rises.9
Developing accurate, cost-effective and timely
testing is essential as we try to catch outbreaks and
prevent further lockdowns. Social distancing measures are the safest way to prevent the spread of
disease. However, there can be detrimental effects
on businesses, healthcare and personal lives from
these lockdowns. Mass testing, alongside global
vaccination programmes, are essential to gain
control of the spread of the virus, and ultimately
save lives as winter approaches.
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References available on our website.
Maeve McLaughlin
Foundation Year 2 Doctor
Severn Foundation School
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Supporting informed patient
choice about blood transfusion

D

Dr Cath Booth

r Cath Booth describes initiatives to better inform patients about the risks
and benefits of transfusion and therefore support patient choice and
decision-making.

In many circumstances, blood transfusion is lifesaving and life-transforming. However, there are
associated risks. In some scenarios, the decision to
transfuse is finely balanced and there may be other
options for treatment. It is therefore essential that
patients are fully informed about the benefits, risks
and alternatives to transfusion, so they come to a
decision in collaboration with their medical team,
choosing what is right for them.
How good are we at doing this? Even being
generous, it is safe to say there is room for improvement. In 2014, a national comparative audit1 of
patient information and consent took a snapshot
of practice at 164 hospitals across the UK, covering
2,784 transfusion episodes. This found that consent
was documented in only 43% of case notes. 68% of
patients recalled being given information on the
benefits of transfusion, 38% on the risks and just
8% on alternatives. Only 59% stated they were
formally asked for their consent, and even in these
cases, one could question whether this consent was
genuinely fully informed.

The key recommendations from SaBTO are:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Obtaining informed consent
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In December 2020, the Advisory Committee on
the Safety of Blood, Tissues and Organs (SaBTO)
published updated guidance on consent for blood
transfusion2 following an extensive consultation exercise with the public and healthcare
professionals. Their previous recommendations
dated from 2008 and two key events since then
have shaped the new guidance. The first was the
infected blood enquiry. This has brought the
potential risks of blood transfusion to the forefront
of public attention, often generating questions and
concerns which patients need to have addressed.
The second was the landmark ruling in the case of
Montgomery versus Lanarkshire in 2012. This has
changed the landscape for consent in medicine,
moving the emphasis to one of shared decisionmaking and fully informed choice. The discussion
should include not what the doctor feels a patient
needs to know, but what that individual patient
wants to know. This must include all the material risks potentially important to that individual,
however unlikely they may be to occur.
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•

all patients who will definitely or are likely
to receive a transfusion should give fully
informed, valid consent. This should be
obtained prior to any procedure where the
patient will be incapacitated – i.e. surgery
major enough to require a group and screen
sample pre-op
patients transfused in an emergency should
be informed and given relevant information
retrospectively
details of transfusion should be included in
the discharge summary for the GP and the
patient. Patients should be informed that they
can no longer donate blood.
training in consent is needed for healthcare professionals at an undergraduate level.
This should be followed by three-yearly
knowledge updates during clinical practice.
organisations
should
self-monitor
implementation of these guidelines via audit
there should be a centralised UK-wide information resource for healthcare professionals
to facilitate discussions, including key issues
to discuss and up-to-date information on risks
UK blood services should provide a standardised source of information for patients who
may receive a blood transfusion.

In response to the call for a single patient information resource across the four nations, in June
2020 the UK Blood Transfusion Network (BTN)
Patient Information Group was born. This group,
which brought together representatives from
the English, Welsh, Scottish and Northern Irish
blood services, would spend the next 12 months
toiling over a new combined leaflet. The finished
product, Receiving a Transfusion, was finally signed
off in July 2021 after a truly collaborative effort.
To help improve clarity and accessibility, this now
includes information on transfusion of all blood
components, for both adults and children – thereby
replacing the multiple subspecialised leaflets previously available. It covers the reasons transfusion is
given, what to expect, possible risks and potential
alternatives – but at all stages emphasises the need
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for patients to approach their healthcare teams for
more information if they have questions. It can be
readily viewed online and printed copies are available to order from each of the UK blood services,
with easy-read and audio versions to follow.

Feedback on the leaflet
Feedback from patients, carers and other potential
users was key at every stage in the leaflet’s production – from approval of the initial concept of a
single combined resource, through to comments
on the content to feedback on the final design
and layout. In England, the National Blood Transfusion Committee Patient Information Working
Group took on this task. This group has a diverse
membership: patient advocates, regular transfusion recipients, representatives of specialist
groups such as sickle cell disease, transfusion practitioners, and clinicians past, present and future.
Their unified purpose is ensuring the availability
and dissemination of accurate, public-friendly
information about transfusion, and promoting
public and patient involvement in transfusion
issues. As well as reviewing patient information
resources produced by NHS Blood and Transplant,
recent projects have included campaigns around
positive patient identification and identification
of areas of unmet need. Having contributed to this
newly shared leaflet, they are setting themselves
the challenge of publicising it as widely as possible

– through specific patient societies, junior doctor
and student groups, at individual hospital level
and in the media.

Next steps
Having succeeded in providing a resource for
patients, the next step is to ensure healthcare
professionals have a centralised source of information to help guide their discussions. This project is
just beginning, but certainly it is a much-needed
intervention and will be widely welcomed when it
arrives.
The UK BTN Patient Information Group was
set up to deliver one key recommendation from
SaBTO around patient consent, which was happily
achieved. However, having forged these new
connections, we hope this will herald a new era of
closer collaboration between the UK blood services
around patient information. There are valuable
resources, talented communicators and exciting
innovations in all four nations, and in future these
may now be shared to the benefit of patients across
the UK.
References are available on our website.
Dr Cath Booth
Consultant Haematologist
NHS Blood and Transplant and Barts Health
NHS Trust, London, UK

Changing focus: wellbeing
and support in pathology

F

Dr Matt Clarke
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ollowing the pressures of the pandemic, many pathologists have faced great
stresses on their mental and physical wellbeing. Now, we look to see how
trainee and practising pathologists can be better supported to avoid burnout.

Discussions about wellbeing have been more
frequent since the onset of the pandemic. However,
it is a discussion that should always be considered
throughout somebody’s career and training, no
matter what area of work you are based in. It can
sometimes feel easily neglected both by ourselves
and the wider healthcare community. The pressures that the pandemic has placed on everyone
working in pathology has meant that this is no
longer an optional topic for discussion – it needs
to be the priority for discussion. In the National
Training Survey 2021, 33% of trainees, 25% of
secondary care trainers and 22% of GP trainers
reported that they felt burnt out to a high or a
very high degree owing to the work undertaken.1
With these numbers at such a high level, retention of trainees also becomes a significant concern,

particularly in relation to the challenging workforce-related issues that pathology is continually
facing, both now and in the future.
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The importance of wellbeing
It is very positive that increased focus is being
directed towards wellbeing. On a personal level,
people can feel reluctant to discuss this because
of a perceived feeling of weakness. However,
significant personal strength is needed to address
issues that may impact on a person’s wellbeing.
Wellbeing also has different facets – physical,
social, emotional and psychological aspects all
contribute. Each must be considered in balance,
resulting in happier staff who are better equipped
to undertake their challenging jobs. However,
when one of these factors is altered, it can tip the
493
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balance in a different direction, affecting the other
facets of wellbeing. This may result in someone
who is unable to attend work or participate in
training and may lead to increased frequency
of errors and mistakes, which can significantly
impact on patient safety.

What can be done to help?
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Prevention is better than cure. The principle of
prevention, which is part of most public healthrelated campaigns, is a key aspect of ensuring
the healthy, ongoing wellbeing of a trainee or
employee. Simple factors that can make our
working lives easier will impact on wellbeing.
A manageable workload within our departments,
sufficient workforce to cope with the workload, expected payments provided for the work
performed, ability to take annual leave and dedicated areas set aside to enjoy a break or lunch are
just a few of the things that can make a difference.
During the pandemic, many people had their
annual leave cancelled, breaks could be rare
and, in addition to this, there were significant
disruptions to training with cancelled examinations, a lack of teaching and reduced supervision.
This is now compounded by a huge backlog of
cases being managed by underfunded and understaffed departments.
The COVID-19 Training Impact Survey
conducted by the College’s Trainees’ Advisory
Committee (TAC), the Association of Clinical
Pathologists’ (ACP) Trainee Members Group and
the RCPath Learning Directorate highlighted
significant training issues exacerbated by a lack of
resources dedicated to digital pathology. Adding in
the additional pressure to sit examinations when
trainees do not feel ready, difficulties getting extensions to training despite lost training time, as well
as challenging personal circumstances during
the pandemic and you can begin to appreciate
the reasons why there may be increased rates of
burnout and trainees reporting that they would
like to leave the specialty.
Trusts and departments need to be ready to
review how staff are feeling, and to listen and
respond to any staff concerns. They need to
provide staff and trainees with sufficient resources
to progress successfully, opportunities for professional development, show care and concern
regarding pay and working hours, and demonstrate appreciation for the significant hard work
and effort which is applied daily. In employing
these measures, they will help the workforce to
feel supported on a daily basis and create a happy
working environment for all.
However, there are also specific practical things
that we can do to help those that may need more
support and are seeking some help. A group of qualified, highly experienced coaches, headed by Sarah
Gornall, got in touch with the College and the
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TAC. They offered pathology trainees up to ten free
sessions of support and coaching. Trainees were
given the opportunity to talk about their experiences of the pandemic. If they were struggling with
the added pressures of work or examinations, they
could use these sessions to work through these
challenges.
The feedback was overwhelmingly positive
with two trainees saying 'coaching has had an
extremely positive impact on me – it has helped
me to understand some tricky situations and has
provided tools for dealing with them' and 'I feel
that the coaching sessions have really helped
me through some difficult times in the last six
months and helped me find solutions to problems
where I felt like giving up.' Such quotes show how
important this support can be for individuals.
Coaching is valuable in many other ways.
It can also help you explore leadership and management skills and strategies, develop skills in how to
answer challenging questions competently and
confidently, and can also be a platform to discuss
career progression opportunities and strategies.
Mindfulness and cognitive behavioural coaching
can be used to change personal perceptions which
may be limiting progression or being obstructive.
These benefits are applicable to any trainee, scientist, consultant or any member of pathology staff
throughout the duration of their careers, not just
during a pandemic. The plan for the sessions is
guided by your requirements and particular needs,
and may be a helpful resource for educational
supervisors or training programme directors who
know trainees who are struggling with particular
aspects of their training. The virtual arena has also
provided increased accessibility for busy trainees
and those with childcare commitments.
Coaching may not be for everyone.
All trainees are encouraged to engage with
reflection throughout their training journeys.
Reflective partnerships also offer opportunities
for expanding capabilities for reflective and prereflective practices in an open, honest and trusting
environment. However, someone may just need
the opportunity to talk and open up to someone
privately to air some concerns or chat through a
particular issue. I offered trainees the opportunity
to join a drop-in session with me on a weekday
evening to discuss any concerns they had which
could then be fed back to the College and addressed
if they needed it. Sometimes, this may be all that
is required.

Supporting trainees through change
Support and wellbeing can also be provided by
helping to implement change. This is something
the TAC and College have been working very hard
on over the years. Examples include anti-bullying
and harassment campaigns, addressing attitudes
to errors and mistakes in pathology, campaigning
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for the provision of the future of pathology,
enabling trainees with diplomate status to vote
in the College elections, helping to implement
and develop the provision of online examinations
during the pandemic to prevent further disruption for trainees, the development of the Pathology
Portal digital learning platform, and the ‘Art and
science of practical management’ virtual webinar
series. There are many challenges ongoing and lots
of work to do, but addressing these issues can and
does help wellbeing.

Going forward
As we enter a phase of rebooting training,
consideration of trainee wellbeing and resource
allocation and provision should be given high
priority. Listening to the concerns of trainees is
crucial. Training is full of challenges under normal
circumstances and the pressure has increased
considerably for many during the pandemic.
With burnout increasing, more provision needs
to be made across the whole training period to

help those in need to address the many and varied
factors that can affect wellbeing and inhibit subsequent progression. Trainees are the capital of the
specialty; ongoing support and investment to help
them meet the challenges of today is needed to
ensure a healthy future generation who can face
the challenges of tomorrow.

Final thoughts from Sarah Gornall
‘I recognise the pressures experienced by trainees
from the insights I received as a coach. They were
huge. Trainees performed a very valuable job
during the pandemic and deserve every recognition. It was a pleasure to work with such dedicated
professionals.’
Reference available on our website.
Dr Matt Clarke
Chair of the RCPath Trainees’ Advisory
Committee

Matching blood with computer
intelligence: the future of red
cell transfusion in the NHS

Dr William J Astle

Dr Nicholas Gleadall

A

n exciting project aims to support regularly transfused patients by using artificial
intelligence to optimise the blood donation and transfusion processes.

NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT), the blood
service in England, processes approximately 1.4
million red blood cell units per year. This blood,
donated by approximately 800,000 donors, is used
for over half a million transfusions. Many patients
receive transfusion in response to an acute need,
for example after major bleeding. However, a
significant group of patients depend on regular
blood transfusions to treat chronic diseases, for
example the haematological disorders (bone
marrow cancers and inherited anaemias), which
account for 16% of blood issued.1
During the past decade, the treatment of inherited anaemias by transfusion in particular has
grown, partly due to evidence that blood transfusions reduce the incidence of thrombotic stroke in
people with sickle cell disorder (SCD).2,3 Currently,
SCD patients in England depend on approximately 7,000 units of blood per month for elective
transfusions.4

Ensuring safe transfusion
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For blood to be transfused safely, the blood types
of the donor and recipient must be compatible.
Over the last century, researchers have identified
43 distinct human red cell groups – collections
of cell surface antigens (or ‘types’) that vary in
the population. Transfused blood must always be
compatible with the ABO and RhD blood group
types of the recipient and must test negative for
antigens of other blood groups against which clinically significant antibodies can be detected in the
patient.
In SCD and related disorders, UK guidelines
state that transfused blood must also be compatible with the C, c, E, e and K antigens of the recipient
(Figure 1).5 However, there is no formal requirement for any further matching, meaning that a
patient may be transfused with blood containing
an antigen that he or she does not express endogenously, risking the induction of production of a
corresponding red cell antibody. Secondary exposure to the antigen following such sensitisation
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Figure 1: Schematic of a red blood cell illustrating various blood type determining surface antigens.
The different shapes correspond to different blood group systems. The shapes in colour correspond
to the antigens for which blood is presently matched to patients on regular transfusion. The
application of new genotyping technology to blood donors and patients will make possible the
development of AI algorithms that match patients to units of donated blood by considering all
antigens simultaneously, including those in grey.
Dr Sara Trompeter
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carries the risk of a haemolytic 
transfusion
reaction, which can be life-threatening.
NHSBT routinely types each donation for
eight blood group antigens (A, B, D, C, c, E, e
and K). However, only one in eight blood donors
are typed for any of the other 336 known antigens,
because of the significant cost of the current tests.
The provision of compatible blood for regularly transfused patients with antibodies against
multiple antigens is extremely challenging and
it is time-consuming to resolve a mixture of
multiple antibodies unequivocally. Blood transfusion may be life-saving and reduces disability in
patients with SCD, for whom there are currently
few alternative treatment options. However, in
some cases, appropriately matched blood may be
extremely difficult to source, leading to patient
morbidity or even death.
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Genetic diversity of blood donors
NHSBT has historically found it difficult to recruit
and retain donors from Black and ethnic minority
groups. The frequencies of many RBC antigens
differ significantly between NHSBT donors, who
are largely of European ancient-ancestry, and
SCD patients, who are predominantly of African
ancient-ancestry. This complicates the identification of compatible blood and contributes to the
risk of alloimmunisation.6 For example, over 50%
of patients with African ancestry, but only 2% of
donors with European ancestry have the Ro (cDe/
cDe) blood type of the Rh system. Further, almost
all European ancestry individuals express one of
the two Duffy glycoprotein antigens Fya and Fyb
on their red cells while 67% of African-ancestry
individuals express neither.
The precise set of blood types of an individual
is determined by the genotypes of more than 1,500
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DNA variants in 48 genes. The Blood Transfusion
Genomics Consortium (BGC; www.bgc.io), an
international collaboration of blood services and
the company Thermo Fisher Scientific, has developed a new genotyping array that can measure
these blood group genotypes accurately and
cheaply.7 Consequently, blood services will soon
have complete blood type profiles for large proportions of their donors and regularly transfused
recipients. This will allow more precise routine
matching of blood, reducing the risks of antibody
formation and haemolytic transfusion reactions.
It will also simplify the identification of compatible blood for patients for whom cross-matching
is complicated by the presence of autoantibodies or the therapeutic monoclonal antibody
daratumumab.

NHSBT developments		
To exploit the development of the new test, NHSBT
has established the HAEM-MATCH consortium, a
collaboration with the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, University College London Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust and several NHS hospitals
in England, which together treat a large proportion of patients prescribed regular transfusion.
The problem of allocating blood to patients in
the context of multiple antibody and antigen
constraints is complicated because it may be that
more than one patient should be allocated to the
same unit if the utility to each patient is considered separately. There is therefore the potential for
competition between patients for selected units.
HAEM-MATCH will develop artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms to optimise the allocation
of genotyped blood to patients and to optimise the
collection of blood from the donor pool by type.
This will minimise the overall risk that patients

will become sensitised and difficult to transfuse if multiple antibodies are formed, without
placing excessive demand on particular donors.
The consortium will also collect the data necessary to train the algorithms.
HAEM-MATCH has recently been awarded a
grant by the National Institute for Health Research
(NIHR) to develop AI methods together with blood
services in the Netherlands and New York.
References available on our website.
Dr William J Astle
University Senior Lecturer in Statistical Science
MRC Biostatistics Unit, University of Cambridge
Dr Nicholas Gleadall
Research Associate
Department of Haematology, University of
Cambridge
Professor Willem H Ouwehand
Professor of Experimental Haematology
Department of Haematology, University of
Cambridge
Dr Simon J Stanworth
Consultant Haematologist
NHSBT and Radcliffe Department of Medicine,
University of Oxford
Dr Sara Trompeter
Consultant Haematologist
NHSBT and Department of Haematology,
University College London Hospital

Soulsby Fellowships
The Soulsby Foundation was established in 2016 to honour the pioneering role of Lord Soulsby
of Swaffham in championing the concept of ‘One Health’ internationally. He was rather unique
in having been President of both the Royal Society of Medicine (RSM) and the Royal College of
Veterinary Surgeons (RCVS), bringing together these aspects of health. The Foundation, working
closely with the RSM, the RCVS and the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, awards up
to five Traveling Research Fellowships (up to £15,000) known as ‘Soulsby Fellowships’ to individuals
proposing a project within the international field of One Health. These are open to applicants with a
degree in either human or veterinary medicine.
Applications for the 2022 Fellowships will open in the autumn of 2021 and close end of January 2022.
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For more information, please visit https://soulsbyfoundation.org/apply/applications-and-process-forawarding
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All Together Now: National Pathology
Week 2021

T

Penny Fletcher

This year’s National Pathology Week (NPW)
runs from 1 to 7 November. Our chosen theme
‘All Together Now’ aims to explore pathology in
diverse and creative ways. We’re inviting healthcare teams, medical students, schools, community
groups and families to interpret our 2021 theme in
diverse ways with your events and activities – from
the teamwork used by healthcare workers and
communities in the fight against COVID-19, to the
strength of the 17 pathology specialties working
together to diagnose, prevent and treat diseases.
If you’re running an event or activity in your
hospital or local community, please tell us about
it by registering it via our website, tagging us
(@RCPath on Twitter and @royalcollegeofpathologists on Instagram) and using our #PathologyWeek
hashtag on social media.
There’s still time to order some branded materials and information booklets for your NPW
events via our quick online order form.
And if you’re not running an event or activity
yourself, why not attend an event and get your
family and friends involved? Check out our public
event listings and keep an eye on social media for
updates on events near you.
The College’s Public Engagement team is
running a programme of online events and
activities for a range of different audiences –
the programme (correct at the time of publishing)
is below. Our popular Book Club event is taking
place on the first day of NPW – 1 November.
We’ve also got pathology-themed events for school
and university students, so please do share the
event links below with any young people you
know.
•

•
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here’s still time to get involved in National Pathology Week 2021 – join us for an
online event, visit an event near you or share what you do on social media.

RCPath Book Club. Our popular Book Club
panel-discussion series will be back with
a special NPW event featuring Ten Drugs:
How Plants, Powders and Pills Have Shaped
the History of Medicine by Thomas Hager –
1 November, starting at 18:00.
Medical ethics discussion event for
medical undergraduates. This collaborative online event with the Social Mobility
Foundation will give students the chance
to discuss pathology and related ethical
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Thomas Hager, the author of Ten Drugs: How
Plants, Powders and Pills have Shaped the
History of Medicine.

•

•

•

•

issues with College members – 2 November,
invitation only.
Virtual Pathology Careers Talks for 13 to
18 year olds – 3 November at 16:00 and
5 November at 14:00.
Webinar about Harvey’s Gang. Aimed at
College members, this short online Q&A
event will be hosted by Malcolm Robinson,
the founder of award-winning charity
Harvey’s Gang, which supports NHS Trusts
to set up tours of pathology labs for terminally and critically-ill children – 3 November
at 18:00.
Pathology-themed Virtual Pub Quiz for
medical and biomedical undergraduates –
4 November at 18:30.
Veterinary Pathology Virtual Pub Quiz for
undergraduates – 5 November at 18:30.
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We’re excited to be launching pilot episodes of
our podcast Pathologists In Profile during NPW
2021 ahead of the launch of the series, which starts
in January 2022. The two pilot episodes will feature
interviews with the current College Vice President
for Communications, Professor Sarah Coupland.
We’re also offering pathology teams the chance
to win a restaurant voucher worth £100 in our
#AllTogetherNow Twitter competition. Tweet a
photo or short video of your team or your work
that sums up our theme during NPW and include
the hashtag #AllTogetherNow. Remember to tag us
too: @RCPath.

And finally, we are already looking ahead to
next year’s NPW. Taking place in June for the first
time, NPW 2022 will coincide with the College’s
60th Anniversary. A whole year of celebrations
are being planned to mark the College’s Diamond
Jubilee; more details will be announced soon.
NPW 2022 will run from 20 to 27 June and the
theme will be ‘Pathology: past, present and future’.
Penny Fletcher
Public Engagement Manager

Harvey's Gang

I

nspired by his time with Harvey Baldwin, biomedical scientist Malcolm Robinson set
up a charity to help children better understand their illnesses and treatments through
tours of pathology laboratories. Find out more in this article.

What is it all about?

Malcolm Robinson

Harvey’s Gang is a charity that was formed after
Harvey Buster Baldwin, an eight-year-old boy, lost
his battle against acute myeloid leukaemia (AML).
I met Harvey when he was first diagnosed with
AML at age six, with a haemoglobin concentration
of 36 g/L. I gave him a laboratory tour. Little did I
know then that I had changed his short life, and
that he would certainly change mine.
He was very interested in everything that we,
as biomedical scientists, did in our laboratories
and he seemed to absorb knowledge like a sponge.
After he left us with his cardboard ID badge and
rather large white laboratory coat, he lorded over
his peers, fellow patients and all the hospital staff
in his ward. He was an honorary trainee biomedical

Harvey and Malcolm together in the lab.
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scientist and could answer any question! If he
couldn’t, he knew a team that could answer them
for him.
Regretfully, Harvey lost his 18-month-long
battle. During his illness, his care was shared
between Worthing, The Royal Marsden and the
transfusion department in Derriford, Plymouth,
where he received his last palliative care. At his

The Harvey's Gang logo.
www.rcpath.org
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SHARING OUR SUBJECT

Children examine
instruments during a
lab tour.

farewell, I was asked if we could arrange tours of
the labs for many more youngsters. At the time, I
was in bits. The crematorium had put a picture of
Harvey and me on a very large TV screen and played
Somewhere Over the Rainbow by Eva Cassidy.
As a scientist, I reflected on what we had done
during Harvey’s illness and how we could improve.
Within 48 hours, the idea of Harvey’s Gang was
born. We quickly set up standardised tours for
other children. We ran a pilot tour with another
child on 31 October.

Where we started
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We started locally in Worthing, West Sussex, then
Chichester and then slowly built across the southeast coast to where we are now: 114 sites across the
UK and beyond. Our 100th site was founded in the
USA and the furthest is in Tasmania.
In recognition of my work, I was awarded a
Compassionate Care Award from the late, great
Dr Kate Granger MBE (my heroine). This meant a
October 2021
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great deal to me, a biomedical scientist, as we do
not usually get to see patients we care for.
I was awarded the NHS70 Thank You Award for
Children’s Healthcare on the BBC’s The One Show.
I was also awarded overall Healthcare Professional
and named Biomedical Scientist of the Year 2018.
I was published in The Pathologist’s Power List Top
100 for 2019 and 2020, by which time I was already
retired.
When we were inspected by CQC in West
Sussex, we were mentioned five times in their CQC
Outstanding Report, and all the inspectors wanted
a flyer to take away with them. You can read more
about our work here on our blog.

Where are we going?
I sincerely hope that Harvey’s Gang becomes part
of the Children’s Healthcare Pathway, so children
get the opportunity to see what happens to their
many samples and, with their parents, siblings
or guardians, get to ask questions directly to the
The Bulletin of the Royal College of Pathologists
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Some of the areas
and hospitals that
have been visited by
Harvey's Gang.

teams within those walls of the many pathology
laboratories.

What does Harvey’s Gang do?
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Our main offering is to provide children with a
standardised, multidisciplinary tour of a pathology
laboratory where the child’s healthcare samples
are processed. They see the pneumatic air tube
in action, see the inside of the many and varied
machines – even helping to name the machines
(ours in the blood transfusion department in
Worthing are named Harvey and Jack, while at
Chichester it is named after Toby). The youngsters look down the microscope and potentially
see their own cells. We have seen and overcome
many c hildren’s needle phobias, with many stories
to match.
We help the youngsters understand their
illnesses, to educate and empower the children, while allowing the whole pathology team
(biomedical scientists, healthcare scientists, laboratory scientists) to join in their journey, to meet
the patients and empathise with them throughout
their healthcare experience.
Harvey’s Gang is an NHS Trust team that works
for the benefit of the youngster and their family.
We do go the extra mile, arranging for a whole
family phlebotomy session at 05:45 to take
DNA studies on the whole family the same day.
My deputy and I visited Great Ormond Street to
spend time with a Harvey’s Gang family after his
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heart transplant. Chris Tiplady’s article, The Empty
Chair, says what we already do!
Harvey’s Gang is a standardised, free, multidisciplinary approach that improves communication
across teams within a Trust and beyond. However,
we need help and support from all within the field
of pathology to keep growing.
Harvey’s Gang supplies the little white lab
coat, which is the youngster’s gift to take home
with them. We supply a goody bag that contains
a notebook, pens, coloured crayons and a Harvey’s
Gang-branded LabCold penguin. We also send new
Harvey’s Gang sites a pack of introductory paperwork and suggestions to help them start.
For more information, I am available to be
contacted for discussions, on Zoom or Teams, or
for visits to present to staff groups.
Join me for a special National Pathology Week
virtual webinar event about Harvey’s Gang and
how to get involved on 3 November at 18:00.
Malcolm Robinson
Founder of Harvey’s Gang
Harveysgang@gmail.com
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Regional round-up: an update on
the work of the Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales Regional Councils

Jessica Zago

Janine Aldridge
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O

ur regional councils play an important role in responding to and highlighting
the specific issues facing members in their area. In this article, we share some of
their activities over the last year.

Northern Ireland

Scotland

On 27 May, members in Northern Ireland
attended the annual Northern Ireland symposium.
This was organised by the Northern Ireland
Regional Council (NIRC) and hosted online
via Zoom by Professor Ken Mills, NIRC Chair.
The symposium included a keynote speech on the
use of biochemistry in the age of genomics and
presentations on whole genome sequencing in
the context of the COG-UK study, the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic from the viewpoint of a virology laboratory, the use of molecular diagnostics in healthcare,
the role of quality improvement, and vaccines
and blood clotting. Delegates also heard from the
President, Professor Mike Osborn, regarding the
College’s work and priorities. It was an interactive
event with plenty of questions and discussions.
Over the last year, the work of the NIRC has
focused on the pandemic and the wider impact on
workforce and training. The College’s Pathology
Workforce in Northern Ireland policy briefing,
which looks at the workforce challenges facing
pathology specialties involved in cancer services
in Northern Ireland, was developed and published
in February 2021.
The College welcomed the Elective Care
Framework – Restart, Recovery and Design
report published by the Department of Health in
Northern Ireland and Robin Swann MLA, Minister
of Health. The Elective Care Framework proposes
a £700m investment over five years and sets out
a five-year plan to reduce the backlog of patients
currently waiting for assessment and treatment.
It promises investment in pathology and digital
pathology roll-out, which should help, but there
are still concerns about the surge in demand for
pathology services.
Elections are currently being held for the NIRC
Chair role, as Professor Ken Mills’ term of office
nears conclusion. Thanks are extended to Professor
Ken Mills for leading the work of the NIRC during
his term of office and providing expertise and
input into College decisions.

In November 2020, Dr Bernie Croal was elected
as Chair of the Scotland Regional Council (SRC).
Since then, the SRC has considered a wide range of
issues, particularly focusing on COVID-19 and its
implications on workforce, training and h
 ealthcare
in general.
The SRC continues to engage with representatives from the Scottish Diagnostic Networks and
has been involved with the Academy of Medical
Royal Colleges and Faculties in Scotland. The
SRC has stressed the importance of recovery from
the pandemic, which has been highlighted by
the monitoring tool developed by the National
Demand Optimisation Group (NDOG) for Laboratory Medicine to track diagnostic activity during
the pandemic and into recovery.
In March 2021, the SRC launched the priorities for Laboratory Services in Scotland 2021
ahead of the Scottish parliament elections.
Laboratory services in Scotland involve the work of
a huge array of doctors and scientists who play a vital
role in the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of
illness, with the majority of healthcare interactions
involving laboratory tests in some way. Laboratory professionals undertake research – advancing
medicine and devising new treatments –
and have been crucial in the response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The College priorities
focus on learning from the pandemic, investing
in workforce for patients, the need for better IT
and infrastructure for improved patient care,
and staff wellbeing.
Dr Bernie Croal, Chair of the SRC, received a
welcomed letter from the Scottish Government
recognising the vital contribution laboratory
professionals have made in these unprecedented
circumstances. This was in response to a letter sent
to the new Cabinet Secretary for Health and Social
Care, Humza Yousaf.
The Scotland symposium was held online on
8 October 2021 with a focus on challenges and
opportunities during recovery.
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Wales
The Wales Regional Council (WRC) has been
meeting remotely since the start of the pandemic
and has been considering a wide range of issues.
Discussions include updates on the Digital
Pathology project, training and workforce
concerns, considerations on long COVID and its
effects on patients and healthcare, and progress on
the LINC/LIMS project and the Precision Medicine
Collaboration.
Dr Jonathan Kell, WRC Chair, has written
to and engaged with the Health Minister and
Assembly Members regarding pathology issues.
A Wales Pathology manifesto was developed
ahead of the elections in May. The College priorities for Wales focus on investing in workforce for
patients, the need for better IT and infrastructure
for improved patient care, improving public health
and ending health inequalities, and COVID-19 and
pathology services.
The WRC hosted an online symposium on 9
June 2021. The symposium included presentations
on designing potent and safe therapeutic oligonucleotides, the use of CAR-T therapy in Wales, the
Foundation path or LIFT (longitudinal integrated
foundation training) to pathology, the impact of
COVID-19 on cancer services in Wales and the steps

to recovery, emerging biomarkers in inherited
metabolic disease, and congenital dyserythropoietic anaemia. College President Professor Mike
Osborn updated delegates on the College’s work
and priorities.
Elections are currently being held for the WRC
Chair role, as Dr Jonathan Kell’s term of office nears
conclusion. Thanks are extended to Dr Jonathan
Kell for leading the work of the WRC during his
term of office and providing expertise and input
into College decisions.

Ongoing engagement with policymakers
Following the recent elections in Scotland and
Wales, the College is looking forward to working
with the governments in both countries to ensure
that our priorities for pathology services, outlined
in our College manifestos, are met. We have written
to the new government ministers offering our
congratulations on their recent appointments and
highlighting the concerns raised in the manifestos.
Jessica Zago
Governance and Committee Services Officer
Janine Aldridge
Public Affairs Officer
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International Pathology Day 2021

T

Kelley Price
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his November, the College and pathologists worldwide will celebrate International
Pathology Day. Read on to find out what we have planned for the day.

International Pathology Day provides a valuable
platform where the contribution and achievements of pathology and the laboratory medicine
services that work to address global health challenges to improve the health outcomes of global
communities are recognised and celebrated.
This makes it rather special and deserving of the
opportunity it gives everyone to get involved.
What’s so important about International
Pathology Day? The President, Professor Mike
Osborn, recently summed this up: ‘International
Pathology Day is an amazing chance to meet up and
interact with colleagues from all around the world,
to learn from each other and to develop friendships and rekindle old acquaintances, which help
develop and further pathology for the benefit of
patients everywhere.’

With this very much in mind, on Wednesday
10 November from 10.00 to 14.00 (UK time),
no matter where you are in the world, we are
looking forward to welcoming you to our virtual
event. International Pathology Day is held in association with event sponsor Sonic Healthcare UK and
partner the British Society for Haematology, and
promises to be a captivating event that will focus
on digital pathology and artificial intelligence (AI)
with a world’s eye view.
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Pathology is undergoing a digital revolution.
Pathologists can now engage, evaluate and collaborate rapidly and remotely with transparency and
consistency, even when separated by thousands of
miles, in ways never done before. The growth in the
use of digital pathology is also paving the way for
AI to become more widely integrated. AI has the
potential to help provide faster diagnoses, as well
as allowing international scientists to work more
collaboratively to develop their understanding of
disease and diagnostics.
On International Pathology Day, we will hear
how digital pathology has made international
collaborations between developed and middle- to
lower-income countries possible. It will also be
an opportunity to discuss the potential real-world
issues to implementing digital and AI solutions
into the laboratory. The
day will examine how
pathologists, scientists
and medical professionals will need to learn
new ways of working
in different surroundings, as technology
moves us deeper into
a digital age.
More
information on the event’s
speakers,
roundtable
panellists and lunchtime activities can be
found on the College
website. You’ll be able
to register your place
at the event there too.
A range of downloadable resources makes it easy for anyone to get
involved one way or another. There’s also details
on how to enter the digital poster competition, which closes on Friday 22 October 2021
at 23:59, with some fantastic prizes to be won.
We look forward to seeing you there.
Kelley Price
International Projects Officer
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Dates for your diary
BDIAP ( joint with BAUP) Symposium on
Urological Pathology
Uropathology in WHO 2021
5–6 November 2021 – London, UK
Further information including programme and registration
available online

7th BDIAP Molecular Pathology Study Day
March 2022
Target audience: Histopathology trainees and consultants
Further information available online

14th BDIAP Seminar for trainees in histopathology
Approach to Cut-Up: Macroscopic Examination as the
Precursor to Accurate Microscopic Interpretation
March 2022
Target audience: Histopathology Trainees and Biomedical Scientists
Further information available online

BDIAP Workshops
Coming soon – 2022
Monthly interactive virtual workshop sessions for our membership
to cover areas of diagnostic pathology
For more information visit bdiap.org or contact Sam Kiely
by email administrator@bdiap.org

https://bdiap.org/

All future meetings can be found on the BDIAP events calendar
https://bdiap.org/events
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TRAINING
How to run a NITCAR project

I

Dr Joyeeta Palit

n this article, five infection trainees provide their top tips for running a successful
National Infection Trainees Collaborative for Audit and Research (NITCAR) project.

Since its inception in 2014, the National Infection Trainees Collaborative for Audit and
Research (NITCAR) has overseen more than
seven large-scale national projects across several
infection-related disciplines. These projects are
undertaken by infection trainees, often with little
research background. Projects are typically run
by a trainee from a single centre, who coordinates and manages responses from collaborator
sites across the country (each with a local project
lead). NITCAR provides a network of clinicians,
statisticians and medical student infection enthusiasts who can assist with projects, supporting the
process from proposal through to publication.
We talked to five trainees who are at various
stages of a NITCAR project to get their tops tips for
anyone considering embarking on this journey.

Getting the idea for a NITCAR project
For some, the idea starts from a small-scale project
undertaken locally. Current core infection curriculum guidelines require all trainees to undertake
audits, service evaluations or quality improvement projects. This focus is set to remain with the
introduction of the new curriculum in August
2021.
It is not uncommon for a local project to lead
to more widespread investigation, as trainees
question if this is how things are done elsewhere.
However, not all small-scale studies are reasonable
or worthwhile to upscale. Consultants or research
leads in your department may provide a useful
view on the types of projects that could fruitfully
be upscaled.
It is especially important to find a mentor early,
as writing a first proposal takes considerable time
and effort. The support of a senior colleague is a
great help.
There are many demands on your time as a
trainee. Key things to think about include:
•
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•

is this the right project at the right time?
Projects typically take a minimum of two
years, therefore it is imperative that your
topic is one you are passionate about. Think
of how running a project will fit into your
own timelines in training.
who will be my immediate supervisor?
It is important to find someone you can
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•

•

have a consistent relationship with, who is
as passionate about your project and, most
importantly, will have the time to help and
support you.
can I get dedicated time? For the most part,
these projects run in time allocated a trainee’s continuing professional development
(CPD). However, it has been possible for
some trainees to negotiate protected time for
their projects (it is worth liaising with your
training programme director).
do I need a co-lead? This may be useful if you
plan to take time away from the project.

Writing a NITCAR project proposal
Once you have an idea, the next step is to work
on a proposal. Proposals are typically heard and
voted on by the committee at the annual NITCAR
meeting. However, submissions are accepted all
year round. You do not need a finalised proposal to
get a project accepted. However, it is good to have
a rough idea of what it might look like. This can be
refined as the project matures.
A project protocol is an extension of the
proposal and is essential to any project. lt will
ensure a study sticks to its aims, acts as a blueprint
of how things should be done and will ensure
standardisation across study sites.
Feedback is key but don’t fall into the ‘Goldilocks dilemma’. Asking too few people for opinions
may lead to things being missed. Conversely,
too many inputs and suggestions can be overwhelming and unworkable. For Dr Huq, he found
getting opinions from a few select sources helped
him strike the right balance. He chose people from
his local hospital (who could give objective advice
on timelines and workability), a clinical expert in
the field and members of the NITCAR committee
who had previously been involved with NITCAR
projects.

Manage your data
The study protocol should include a comprehensive plan on what data you plan to collect and
what you intend to do with it. Collecting the
right amount of data to answer your question(s) is
crucial. For Dr McGill, it was key that every piece
of data collected pertained to an audit standard,
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Dr Damien Mawer
presenting a NITCAR
project.
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however tempting it is to collect more information
‘just for interest’. Think about your collaborators
and how straightforward it will be to collect the
data. This may vary across hospital Trusts.
Given you might be dealing with hundreds to
thousands of data points, spending effort getting
the data collection tool as slick as possible can
save time and effort in the long run. Try to make
data entry fields as unambiguous as possible and
avoid free text if possible. Think of the pros and
cons of various data entry tools, for example Excel,
RECAP or Open Clinica.
Be aware of data governance issues and how
to securely store the data. Ensure your project has
been approved by your local Caldicott guardian.
Some responsibility for data governance will lie
with the project lead at each site and it is up to
them to ensure that data governance issues are
addressed at their individual site. For the case of
service evaluation and auditing, it is the responsibility of the local lead to ensure the project is
appropriately registered with their local clinical
effectiveness unit (CEU) or similar.
Clean your data as soon as possible from
receiving it so that it is fresh in the minds of yourselves and the collaborator, and have an idea of
how you will interpret the data before a single
data point has even been collected. This is often
the most daunting part. Consider familiarising
yourself with some basic statistical software, such
as R. If your hospital is affiliated with a university,
they often provide courses for this or involve a
statistician early in the process. NITCAR can help
with the process of finding appropriate statistical
help.

Communicating results and beyond
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Be clear from the outset what the roles and responsibilities of local project leads are. Some local leads
may be interested in further analysis of local data
as part of their commitments to their own CEU.
When it comes to writing up your manuscript and
getting input from collaborators, allow plenty of
time to maximise responses. Dr Ahmed found that
she often received a significant number of out-ofoffice replies when contacting collaborators. It
is therefore important to keep up-to-date email
addresses.
Be prepared for the write-up of the work to be
undertaken alongside clinical duties. There are
often many demands on a trainee’s CPD time and
good time management skills are essential. If you
know that you have limited time as a project lead,
it is useful to think of how the project might be
handed over.
For Dr Fitzgerald, keeping a communications
log with sites was helpful. She knew she only
had a limited time to dedicate to the project and
keeping an accurate log allowed her successor
to understand which sites were priorities to
chase up.
Almost invariably, timelines will slide.
‘Research always takes longer than you think,’
says Dr McGill. It is important to keep up good
communication with collaborator sites to keep
momentum going.

Final thoughts
Although it can be a lot of work, the satisfaction
of seeing your idea through and getting results on
a national scale can be extremely rewarding. The
507
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Top tips
Previous project protocols and proposals are available on the NITCAR website. Take a look to
provide inspiration for structure
Run a pilot to test drive the data collection tool and resolve any problems prior to a wider launch
Always try and get nhs.net addresses over Trust-specific email to help with continuity of
communication

process itself can be very educational and all the
interviewees found they gained additional skills,
whether it be through learning new software,
public speaking, academic writing or general
project management. These skills can be invaluable for later consultant posts or developing your
research career. For more information on NITCAR,
see www.nitcollaborative.org.uk.
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Digital pathology and training

A

s more pathology departments transition to digital reporting, it is important
to recognise the impact this has on the workforce. In this article, Bethany
Williams and Sioban Fraser discuss the benefits and key issues for trainee
histopathologists.

Dr Bethany Williams

Dr Sioban Fraser
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In the last five years, interest in deploying and
implementing whole slide imaging systems for
histopathological diagnosis has skyrocketed, with
departments hoping to capitalise on improvements
in administrative and diagnostic efficiency, patient
safety and collaboration. But how are these changes
impacting trainees as more and more departments
make the transition to digital reporting?
In this article, we will discuss some of the potential benefits of digital pathology (DP) from the
trainee perspective, sharing insights from two
UK departments utilising digital images – Leeds
and Glasgow – and hear from the College’s Digital
Pathology Committee Lead, Dr Darren Treanor,
on what he sees as the key issues for trainee
pathologists.

locations. This offers both the trainee and trainer
the following practical advantages:
•

•

Potential benefits for trainees – observations
from Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust
The Leeds Teaching Hospitals’ histopathology
department has had 100% digital slide scanning
since 2018, which can be viewed and assessed by
our 40 consultant histopathologists and up to 30
trainees in the department at any given time.
Digital whole slide images are a flexible and resilient medium compared with conventional glass
slides. Digital images can be transferred instantaneously and shared by multiple viewers in multiple
October 2021
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•

less time pressure. Departmental turnaround times and service needs can lead to
trainees feeling pressure to perform case
assessments faster than is comfortable. When
both glass slides and digital slides are available for every case, consultants and trainees
can simultaneously and independently work
on the same slides, without causing diagnostic
delay.
enhanced access to educational cases.
Digital slide archives can allow trainers
to direct trainees to the most educationally relevant cases to suit an individual
trainee’s learning and developmental
needs. They also support the needs of those
in less than full time training, helping
them 
optimise their training and revision
time.
improved equality of access to training opportunities. Developing a special interest in a
particular subspecialty can be difficult if
your host department has limited capacity.
Accessing digital slides could allow trainees
more equitable access to less common cases
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•

•

including neuro and paediatric pathology,
regardless of their geographical location.
optimised research and audit opportunities.
The ability to search digital slide archives
for particular cases can expedite research
and audit programmes, drastically reducing
administrative time and allowing trainees
to reinvest their time in studying the digital
slides rather than locating and collating glass
slides.
more flexible teaching and feedback. The
ability to share desktops via conference software allows the trainer and trainee to interact
more conveniently (and with appropriate
social distancing). Group teaching can also
be delivered both within the department and
remotely to allow broader participation in
sessions, helping to keep cohorts of trainees
connected.

Lessons learned − Glasgow’s perspective of a
DP roll out to trainees
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The Queen Elizabeth University Hospital (QEUH)
is a large teaching hospital in Glasgow and is
the base hospital for the West of Scotland (WoS)
histopathology training scheme. As such, it is
home to 25 trainees ranging from FY2 to ST5 who
will spend around three years of their training
programme here. Deployment of DP at the QEUH
began in 2018 to a pilot group of consultants before
a wider roll out to the consultants in late 2019.
Deployment of DP workstations for the trainees
was planned for early 2020, which was fortuitous
given the events of spring 2020.
Our first stage in DP training at the QEUH
were sessions for two or three people in which
users familiarised themselves with the reporting
interface and mouse, as well as how to view and
manipulate images. Initially, these sessions were
facilitated by the technology vendor but we now
use short videos developed by the vendor supplemented with a hands-on session delivered by one of
the trainees more experienced in DP. As part of the
Scottish ST1 introductory course, all ST1s across the
country receive an hour-long session on the background to DP. ST1s (who are based at the QEUH)
get another one-hour session as part of their departmental induction on the practical issues of using
the image management software with a particular
focus on issues arising during day-to-day reporting.
Further one-hour sessions on DP are planned on an
annual basis as part of the weekly deanery teaching
programme.
For the junior trainees, we will encourage them
to record the primary mode of diagnosis (i.e. DP or
glass) in their log books, anticipating that by the
time they attain their certificate of completion of
training (CCT) they will have built up a substantial bank of digitally reported cases. For more senior
trainees, especially those in Stage D intending to
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work as consultants in departments with DP, we
have encouraged them to follow a more consultantstyle validation, be that a review of a specific number
of cases or a time-equivalent v
 alidation process.
DP was being rolled out to our trainees while
most consultants were still undergoing their DP
validation. Although there was concern about nonexpert IMS users teaching non-experts (trainees)
via the IMS, the requirement for consultants to
review the glass for each of their validation cases
allayed these fears. Over the course of the last 18
months, the trainees have incorporated DP into
their reporting practice in a rather organic way.
Indeed, consultants have to remind trainees that
they do still need to look at the glass, especially
given the fact that not all departments on the
WoS scheme use DP and the Part 2 exam is still a
glass-based exam.
The key to a successful DP deployment is
engaged support from a dedicated DP lead. In a large
department such as ours, having the same IT team
responsible for the trainee and consultant workstation roll-out was also useful, as problems that were
encountered first time round in the consultant
deployment were dealt with more quickly during
the trainee roll-out. Identification of an enthusiastic
and IT-literate trainee who can act as a trainee DP
lead is also invaluable, as they can be on hand in the
training room to iron out any issues as they arise.
In our experience, the trainees and many
trainers have been positive about the impact of
DP on training in the department. It has allowed
training to continue in these socially distanced
times, bringing a much-needed degree of normality
to our working environment.

Final thoughts from the RCPath Digital
Pathology Committee Chair, Dr Darren Treanor
DP is being implemented at sites across the UK,
requiring biomedical scientists and pathologists
to take on new roles and gain new skills in digital
image management and diagnosis. The College
has published best practice guidance regarding
training and validation for consultant pathologists intending to utilise digital slides for primary
diagnosis, in addition to updated guidance for emergency use of digital slides from remote sites during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Many sites have reported
that use of digital slides has supported education
and training during the pandemic, allowing for
more flexible approaches to teaching.
At present, trainee access to clinical DP systems
may vary from department to department, but free
access digital slide archives are available online
to help support professional development and
examination preparation (e.g. The Leeds Virtual
Pathology website, which includes a searchable
digital slide archive, previous Part 2 examination
cases and external quality assurance scheme materials). The Committee is exploring the possibility of
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utilising digital slides in examinations and incorporating informatics-related topics – including DP and
artificial intelligence – into future curricula as the
technology becomes more widespread.
Present and future cohorts of trainees are in a
unique position of being able to train using digital
and glass slides concurrently, and may find the leap
from analogue to digital reporting less daunting
than consultants with 20 years’ experience of
conventional light microscopy.

Dr Bethany Williams
Lead for Training and Education
National Pathology Imaging Co-operative
Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust
Dr Sioban Fraser
Consultant Histopathologist
Department of Pathology, Queen Elizabeth
University Hospital, Glasgow

Reducing inappropriate referrals and
improving rest period for trainees

I

n this article, Rodric Francis and Tim Boswell examine the impact of encouraging
better rest and reducing excessive workloads for microbiology trainees in
Nottingham.

Background
Dr Rodric V Francis

Dr Tim Boswell
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At Nottingham University Hospitals (NUH),
microbiology trainees are primarily non-resident
on-call (NROC). The NROC hours on a weekday
are 17:30 to 09:00 the following day. During the
day, the trainee would have worked a normal day
(including training days) and returned to work the
following day post on-call. On weekend trainees do
48 hours on-call, which starts at 09:00 on Saturday
and ends at 09:00 on Monday, with the Friday prior
to the on-call as a day off. On both Saturday and
Sunday, the trainee is onsite from 09:00 to 17:00 to
review blood cultures and answer queries.
Calls are received from all specialties in the
Trust, including critical care areas. Queries mainly
involve antibiotic and infection control advice,
some of which is available in the Trust's guidelines. The laboratory biomedical scientists also
contact the microbiologists directly with urgent
positive Gram stain results.
Sleep has a vital effect on brain function
and many body systems. A meta-analysis of the
impact of short-term sleep deprivation identified
that it had significant effect across most cognitive domains, with simple attention being the
most strongly affected.1 The NROC junior doctors’
contract terms and conditions state sufficient rest
as eight hours during a 24-hour period, of which
at least five hours should be continuous rest
(between 10pm and 7am). If you have not received
the required rest, you should inform the employer
that you cannot attend work.2 However, this can
have an impact on the staffing levels the following
day. If the trainee decides to continue work the
following day, their cognition and decisionmaking may be affected by the lack of sleep.
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The Hospital at Night (H@N) team consists of
senior nurses at NUH. They coordinate jobs for
out-of-hour doctors and help with escalation of
sick patients for reviews. They work from 17:00
to 09:00 the following day. More recently, this has
been extended to 24 hours to troubleshoot busy
areas in the hospital during the day. We sought the
help of the H@N team to cut down the number of
calls that were inappropriate.

Methods
The H@N team would triage incoming calls to
microbiology between 12:00 and 07:00. To help

Figure 1: The QR code scanned by the Hospital at
Night team to help triage calls.
The Bulletin of the Royal College of Pathologists
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Table 1: Breakdown of department and grade/role of the callers pre- and post-implementation of
Hospital at Night triage with the standard operating procedure.
Pre-implementation
Department

Grade/role

Urology

Foundation Year 2 doctor

Labour suite

Midwife

Urology

Surgical core trainee

General surgery

Registrar

General surgery

Senior House Officer

General surgery

Senior House Officer

Haematology

Senior House Officer

Emergency Department

Advanced Clinical Practitioner

City Hospital

Matron

Post-implementation
Department

Grade/role

Paediatrics

Registrar

Critical care

Organ transplant nurse

Medicine

Senior House Officer

the H@N team triage these calls, a standard operating procedure (SOP) was developed – scanning
a QR code (Figure 1). To analyse the number and
quality of calls, prospective data was collected
from trainees over a two-week period. This was
done pre- and post-implementation of the SOP and
telephone triage. Information was collated on the
grade, role and department of the caller and a brief
description of the call. The calls were reviewed
and identified as appropriate, inappropriate or not
applicable by a consultant microbiologist. ‘Not
applicable’ would apply to calls received from the
biomedical scientists as they have direct access to
on-call microbiologists to relay urgent results.

Results
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Calls were monitored for two weeks from 22
December 2020 pre-implementation. Ten calls
were received between 12:00 and 07:00. Table 1
shows a breakdown of the calls. Only one call was
deemed appropriate, which was from a surgical
registrar who was concerned about an unwell
patient already on antibiotics. Some examples
of the inappropriate calls included a low-risk
needlestick injury, antibiotic option for sepsis
of unknown origin, dosing of antibiotics, and
whether a staff member can come in for the day
shift after being informed by Track and Trace to
isolate post-exposure to COVID-19.
Calls were then monitored for two weeks from 5
April 2021 post-implementation. A total of six calls
were recorded during this period, of which three
were from the laboratory with Gram stain results
of sterile neurosurgery samples. Of the other
three calls, only one was deemed inappropriate.
The inappropriate call was a staff member chasing
a serology result that was not processed overnight.
www.rcpath.org
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The two appropriate referrals were from clinical teams regarding patients who had multiple
drug allergies with no options available on the
antibiotic guidelines.

Discussion
The triage by the H@N team using the SOP helped
reduce the total number of calls from the wards by
70%, with a 57% reduction in inappropriate calls.
The SOP did not provide any clinical advice,
it merely prompted the clinical team to look for
information in the right place on the Trust website.
If the H@N team felt that the SOP did not answer
a specific query, they were advised to put the call
through to the on-call microbiologist.
This significant reduction in the number of
calls helped provide adequate rest for trainees
during their protected time as per the junior doctor
contract. This meant trainees were likely to work
more effectively the following day and less likely
to make errors which may arise due to impaired
concentration.
References available on our website.
Dr Rodric V Francis
Microbiology and Infectious Diseases Specialist
Registrar
Nottingham University Hospitals
Dr Tim Boswell
Consultant Microbiologist
Nottingham University Hospitals
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Insights from trainee workload
audits in a Belfast tertiary hospital

I

n this article, the workloads of trainees in Belfast are compared with College guidance
and the affect of department mergers and COVID-19 on workloads are discussed.

Background
Dr Fionnuala Hinds

Audits spanning a six-year period in a Belfast
tertiary referral hospital showed that College
guidance on minimum surgical pathology case
numbers for trainees in cellular pathology (CPT)
was inconsistently met.
Some of the major events that could have influenced trainee workload included the merging of
two large CPT departments in Belfast, implementation of the College’s workload points for reporting
and COVID-19.

Purpose

Dr Corinna Clarke

This article aims to document and quantify shortfall in CPT-reported surgical pathology case
numbers, identify the causes, and assess the impact
of laboratory rationalisation and COVID-19.

Methods

Dr Lakshmi
Venkatraman

Data was obtained from the laboratory information system, focusing on snapshots from the first
week of November over five consecutive years
(2016–2020) and one week in March 2021, encompassing the Belfast laboratories’ merger (2018) and
COVID-19 eras. The College’s workload points
were implemented post-merger. Within this timeframe, CPT numbers (8–14) and seniority varied.
We collected data on surgical pathology case
numbers/CPT, specialty and complexity (biopsy
versus resection). Paediatric (surgical, placentas
and products of conception), cardiac and neuropathology specimens were excluded as these were
not part of the CPT rota. The data was presented
intradepartmentally in November 2019 and
February 2021.

Results
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Trainees reported between 12 and 31% of all specimens submitted to the laboratory during each
weekly snapshot (Figure 1A). This was not influenced by laboratory rationalisation, points-based
working or COVID-19. However, the lesser workload in the laboratory corresponded with higher
case numbers for the CPT.
The big five specialties (i.e. gastrointestinal,
breast, gynaecopathology, dermatopathology
and uropathology), which constitute the
majority of laboratory workload, accounted
for up to 97% of CPT workload prior to
the merger. This was 74% post-merger and
October 2021
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77% during COVID-19. 
Subspecialisation
resulted in a broader case mix for CPTs
with more exposure to hepatopancreaticobiliary (HPB), head and neck (H&N), endocrine and
haematopathology (Figure 2).
Comparing pre- and post-merger data, trainee
reporting decreased in respiratory, breast, uropathology, gastrointestinal post-merger, ranging
from 2 to 12.5%. Concurrently, CPT workload increased (ranging from 1.5 to 7%) in high
complexity specialties such as haematopathology,
H&N, and bone and soft tissue (BST). Gynaecopathology, endocrine, HPB and dermatopathology
remained unchanged.
Contributing to this variation was the singlesite consolidation of all CPT specialties. The
November 2019 audit presentation of post-merger
data from early 2019 formally highlighted the
skew toward high volume specialties in the CPT
case mix (Figure 2).
Comparison between post-merger and
COVID-19 data showed decreased BST, uropathology and gastrointestinal pathology (ranging
from 3 to 9%) with an increase in gynaecopathology, haematopathology, H&N and breast
(ranging from 3 to 6%) in the COVID-19 period.
Endocrine, HPB, lung and dermatopathology
workload did not change.
We calculated the average minimum case
numbers per week to meet the College’s curriculum requirements by stage (A to D). These
figures were then used as a benchmark to compare
average case numbers per stage during each snapshot (Figure 1B and C). Between 2016 and 2019 in
stages A to C, the shortfall in College’s average
case numbers by stage varied between 8.3 and
61% (Figure 1B and C). Peri-examination trainees
(late stage C) and certain individuals in stages A
to early C exceeded the average workloads, with
an outlier in stage A 2017. Stage D trainees (2019
and 2021) consistently met recommended average
case numbers throughout.
All stages except C achieved higher than
recommended case numbers during March 2021,
however, three-fifths of stage C trainees were
unavailable during this week, accounting for the
relatively low average. Of note, all trainees at
their end of year Annual Review of Competence
Progression (ARCP) meetings achieved the case
numbers necessary for progression.
The Bulletin of the Royal College of Pathologists
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Figure 1 (A) Run chart of laboratory case numbers versus trainee case numbers; (B & C) breakdown of average case numbers
by stage pre-merger, post-merger and COVID-19.

Workload and experience gained during training
contribute to the success of training and recruitment efforts in CPT. We have presented a six-year
audit on CPT workload. Average case numbers
for Belfast CPT stages A to C have remained
consistently below the minimum College recommendations for a prolonged period. There was
up to a 16.5% decrease in cases reported in some
specialties, including the big five. Laboratory
merger, subspecialty reporting with College
workload points and COVID-19 had no discernible impact. The exclusion of some specimen
types (e.g. placentas, products of conception,
heart valves) and subspecialties (paediatric
and neuropathology) and an emphasis on low
volume/high complexity specialties (e.g. HPB/
haematopathology) are probably contributory
factors. In resection-heavy specialties, pointsbased allocations limit the overall case numbers
that can be reported in a given day/week,
conflicting with the College’s trainee curriculum
standards.

Stage C covers a period of at least 18 months
and there was an obvious discrepancy between
peri-exam (late stage C) and early stage C trainees.
Peri-examination trainees reported more cases
either because they proactively sought additional work or consultants prioritised these
individuals leading up to exams and/or to facilitate
independent reporting.
With the postponement of elective work
as a result of COVID-19, the laboratory workload decreased with a corresponding decrease
in average case numbers reported by trainees in
all stages (A to C; audit presentation November
2020). This did not hold true for March 2021 at the
end of the third national lockdown. We believe
this was a combination of increasing laboratory
case numbers subsequent to resumption of some
elective services, and the presentation of the
November 2020 departmental audit, which again
demonstrated the case number shortfall. Consequently, we found that CPT in stages A, B and D
all reported above average case numbers in March
2021.
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Figure 2. Pie charts comparing the distribution of cases reported by trainees, by subspecialty in two generalist laboratories
before the merger compared to a single subspecialist site (post-merger) and during COVID-19.
All trainees achieved case numbers for progression through the College’s training stages in this
six-year period. In the absence of other causes, sixmonth placements in district general hospitals
formally undertaken in stages B and C with additional peri-examination placements in late stage C
likely made up the numbers. This could be scope
for further comparative examination. Stage D CPT
achieved the College’s target case numbers in all
years.

Conclusion
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Meeting College guidance for minimum workload in surgical pathology has been difficult for
the majority of CPT in stages A to C in the setting
of a tertiary referral hospital with subspecialist
reporting. This was not linked to major changes
in working practice such as laboratory rationalisation and COVID-19.
Awareness of the shortfall, appreciation of
volume and complexity of workload as well as
better utilisation of placements in district general
hospitals and tertiary centres may mitigate this.
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WORKING SMARTER
Using CareFlow to improve
healthcare communication
in medical microbiology

Dr Sabrina Fudge

Dr George Bainbridge
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C

lear and quick communication is critical for clinicians to share data on the
diagnosis and treatment of infections. Staff at a Bristol hospital conducted an
audit to assess the communication capability of a new mobile phone app and
report their findings.
Communicating in hospitals

How can CareFlow help?

Medical microbiologists are available, both during
the day and out of hours, to give advice concerning
the diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of infectious diseases. Where appropriate, critical results
are initially phoned to the clinician concerned
before ward review.
For communication purposes, hospitals in
the UK largely remain reliant upon the wellestablished system of bleeps. Once received, the
receiver is obliged to call back, usually by locating
a hospital phone or from their personal mobile
device. This initially provides one-way communication only. Often it is perceived that either it can
take too long to receive a reply, the phone is often
engaged or the user is no longer in the correct location to receive the call. In addition, it interrupts
ward duties, meaning the user is not always in a
position to document the information directly into
the patient’s notes. Communication delays can
hinder the urgent treatment of patients.
Mobile devices are more convenient for hospital
communication and allow instant messages to
multiple recipients.1 Bristol Royal Infirmary has
become one of the initial acute Trusts to introduce the CareFlow Connect app from System C
to numerous disciplines. This allows clinicians
to access real-time information and receive alerts
about their patients to their mobile devices and
workspace.
Critical results have conventionally also been
communicated using the bleep facility and phones
as described above. RCPath endorses a key performance indicator that states that critical results
communication should be phoned/actively
communicated to the responsible clinician by the
laboratory within two hours of the result being
available (including out of hours). Our internal
audits have noted that this standard is not always
met using this method of communication, with
reasons mainly owing to the difficulty of locating
the correct user and bleep number.

As an alternative, we looked at using the CareFlow
Connect app on smartphones to communicate
results to medical staff on the critical care unit
(who are one of the first users of the app). CareFlow
supports continuous handover and enables rapid,
accurate patient communication between both
care teams. The app provides instant messaging,
which is again reassuring for the microbiology
team to know the message has been received so
they can await a call when convenient for the
clinician. It also creates a recorded audit trail for
analysis at a later date.
Critical care was an ideal unit to pilot this intervention as the unit generates a number of results
that require discussion and potential changes to
patient management. The handover system at the
start and end of the working day was used to ensure
that the responsibility for immediate and ongoing
care is transferred between healthcare professions.
This included a summary of care flow tasks and
messages ensuring that event notifications to individuals and teams were able to be received and
completed.
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What were the results?
Data was collected over separate two-week periods
to include before the CareFlow app was introduced
and afterwards. Information was noted on the time
taken to contact the correct user, as well as additional information such as if the caller was directly
responsible for the care of the patient and able to
document the information in the patient record.
Our findings showed that use of the CareFlow app to communicate critical results resulted
in a quicker response time compared with traditional methods (16 minutes versus 20 minutes).
CareFlow was also noted to have many additional
benefits beyond response time. Careflow enabled
a rapid discussion with the correct clinician who
was able to access further information needed
with immediate documentation of the result and

515

working smarter
advice in the patient record. Communication via
the app was noted to be more accurate, with a more
detailed transcript of the conversation that took
place provided. No calls remained unanswered and
no delays over an hour were noted using CareFlow,
saving time and resources.

New technology is required to replace the need
for clinical staff to use pagers and to improve workflows within the NHS. The CareFlow app improved
the speed and accuracy of communication within
our critical care unit and we are looking to adopt
this process across teams in our Trust.

Conclusion

References available on our website.

Outdated communication technologies in healthcare can place patient safety at risk. CareFlow
facilitated the communication of critical results
to the correct teams at the touch of a button and
the whole process was transparent. The read and
receipt notifications allowed everyone in the team
to see the message, to see when it was actioned and
to join any follow-up conversations.

Dr Sabrina Fudge
ST5 Registrar in Infection
Bristol Royal Infirmary
Dr George Bainbridge
Clinical Fellow in Critical Care and Anaesthesia
Bristol Royal Infirmary
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Appreciation: Professor Walter
Richard Timperley (1936−2021)
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Professor Walter Timperley, a well-known
consultant neuropathologist who retired from his
last position at the Hallamshire Hospital in Sheffield, has died after a long illness on 26 June 2021
at the age of 85.
Born in 1936, he was a Sheffield boy, educated
first at Nether Edge Grammar School and later as
a boarder at Oundle School in Northamptonshire.
From there in 1955, he gained a state scholarship
and a place at Pembroke College, Oxford, to read
medicine.
He graduated BM BCh in 1962 and did his
pre-registration appointments in the Nuffield
Department of Medicine and the Radcliffe Infirmary in Oxford. From 1963 he became a trainee
in pathology at the Western Infirmary in Glasgow
under Professor Cappell. In 1965, he moved to
Manchester, holding positions as assistant lecturer
and then lecturer in the Department of Neuropathology. He became a member of the Royal College
of Pathologists in 1969 and gained a doctorate (DM
Oxon) in 1970. Turning full circle, he returned to
Sheffield in 1971 as an NHS consultant in neuropathology and an honorary lecturer to the University
of Sheffield, where he stayed until retirement.
He co-authored over 170 published papers and
abstracts between 1966 and 1997, also contributing to five textbooks, and was well regarded by
his peers as an authority in his field. In 1994, he
was elected President of the Association of Clinical Pathologists and later Sheffield Medical School
awarded him a personal chair in recognition of his
academic and professional achievements.
In other words, Walter was a bright star in what
many in the medical profession would consider
a more reclusive specialty not heavily populated
by extroverts. His enthusiasm for extracurricular
activities was evident from his sporting profile
since he played rugby for Pembroke College First
XV and was president of the Sheffield University
Medical School Rugby Union Football Club. He was
also a keen and able squash player and organised
an annual staff versus students competition. On
a lighter note, he was ‘immensely proud’ of being
the first winner of the Sheffield University Medical
School Boring Lecture Competition in 1981.
Another enthusiasm he had was for longdistance walking. He had conquered the Pennine
Way at least twice before a small group of haematologists from Sheffield organised a walking
weekend at Goathland in North Yorkshire and
www.rcpath.org
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Professor Walter Timperley refuelling on a longdistance walk circa early 1990s.
invited Walter and his wife Ros. Walter and I
walked together on that occasion, and this later led
to the two of us tramping a week-long walk around
different parts of England as an annual event for
several years in the late 80s to the early 90s.
The Goathland weekend also played a seminal
role in the evolution of the Pathological Ramblers,
an informal group of (mostly) pathologists and
partners that met at country pubs throughout the
UK for weekend walks and good food. This group,
usually about 12 in number at any gathering, was
not confined to Sheffield dwellers, and had sometime members from Edinburgh, Glasgow, London,
Cambridge and Leicester. Walter was the driving
force behind it, and logged details of its origins and
members in a book given to the Royal College of
Pathologists as an archive.
For all this, and for his dreadful jokes, his
raucous laugh, and his loyalty to his friends, he will
be greatly missed.
Professor Sir John Lilleyman
Former President of the Royal College of
Pathologists
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Deaths reported to Council
The deaths of the following Fellows were announced at the 9 September 2021 Council meeting. We extend
our condolences to those who grieve for them.
Anthony John Bowdler, USA
John Eric Carlyle, Lanarkshire, UK
Hewett Austin Ellis, North Shields, UK
Maria Helena Gilleece, Leeds, UK
Alastair Moyes Lessells, Edinburgh, UK

Albert John Cornel Potts, Cardiff, UK
James Marshall Stark, Cardiff, UK
Walter Richard Timperley, Dronfield, UK
Joan Foster Zilva, London, UK

Consultants: new appointment offers
The following appointments have been offered and are subject to acceptance by the applicants. The lists
are prepared by the College’s Workforce team, on the basis of returns completed by College assessors on
consultant advisory appointment committees submitted by 20 August 2021.
Please note, we receive no return following 20% of AACs. Any forms received after 20 August 2021
will be published in the next issue. If you do not take up your post or have additional information, please
inform the Workforce team. Whenever you move home or job, please inform the Membership team.
Chemical pathology appointments
Region

Employing body

Base hospital

Appointee

Northern Ireland

South Eastern Health and
Social Care

Ulster

Dr Kathryn E Ryan

Base hospital

Appointee

Haematology appointments
Region

Employing body

East Midlands

Nottingham University

Nottingham City

Dr Matthew P Player

Kent, Surrey and Sussex

Dartford and Gravesham

Darent Valley

Dr Natalie Heeney

North, Central and East
London

Barking, Havering and
Redbridge

Queens

Dr Md S Islam

Northern Ireland

Belfast Health & Social
Care

Belfast

Dr Stephen R Boyd

North West

Clatterbridge

Clatterbridge Cancer
Centre

Dr Matthew Wells

South London

King's College

Denmark Hill

Dr Arne Marco de Kreuk

King's College

Denmark Hill

Dr M Mansour Ceesay

NHSBT and King's College

across sites

Dr Charlotte E Graham

Health & Social Services
Jersey

Jersey General

Dr Anna Rekleiti

Portsmouth Hospitals
University

Queen Alexandra

Dr Thomas Cummin

Armed Services, Ministry
of Defence Medical
Services

Defence Medical Services

Dr Thomas Scorer

Wessex

West Midlands
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Histopathology and cytology appointments
Region

Employing body

Base hospital

Appointee

Northern Ireland

Northern Health and
Social Care

Antrim

Dr Simon Rajendran

North West

East Lancashire

Royal Blackburn

Dr Sunita Mane

Liverpool Clinical
Laboratories

Royal Liverpool University

Dr Manal H A Atwan

North West London

The Royal Marsden

The Royal Marsden

South London

Lewisham and Greenwich Queen Elizabeth

Dr Nathan A Asher

Lewisham and Greenwich Queen Elizabeth

Dr Vishal J Mehta

St George’s

Dr Richard D Griffiths

St George’s

Dr Magnus L P Hallin

St George’s

St George’s

Dr Mariam Masood

South West

North Bristol

Southmead

Dr Timothy J Bates

Wales

Betsi Cadwaladr
University Health Board

Ysbyty Glan Clwyd

Dr Muhammad Z Mehdi

Wessex

University Hospital
Southampton

Southampton

Dr Matthew D Evans

West Midlands

Black Country Pathology

Royal Wolverhampton

Dr Niall Scully

Base hospital

Appointee

Paediatric pathology appointments
Region
North West

Employing body
Alder Hey Children’s

Alder Hey Children’s

Dr Srinivas R Annavarapu

Alder Hey Children’s

Alder Hey Children’s

Dr William Simmons

Immunology appointments
Region

Employing body

Base hospital

Appointee

Kent, Surrey and Sussex

Epsom and St Helier

St Helier

Dr James Laffan

Medical microbiology, communicable disease control, virology and epidemiology appointments
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Region

Employing body

Base hospital

Appointee

East of England

East and North
Hertfordshire

Lister

Dr Kyriaki Ranellou

Mid and South Essex

Broomfield

Dr Sarjana Jain

East Midlands

University Hospitals of
Leicester

Leicester Royal Infirmary

Dr Rosalind V Saunders

Kent, Surrey and Sussex

Epsom and St Helier

across sites

Dr Freda U Sundram

North, Central and East
London

North Middlesex

North Middlesex

Dr Yannis Gourtsoyannis

University College
London

University College
London

Dr Abhishek Das

University College
London

University College
London

Dr Gabriele Pollara

North West

Liverpool University
Hospitals

Royal Liverpool University

Dr Jon J van Aartsen

North West London

Imperial College

Imperial

Dr James R Price

Northern Ireland

Belfast Health & Social
Care

Royal Victoria

Dr Louise McCorry

South London

St George’s

St George's

Dr Christopher C Ward

Yorkshire and the
Humber

Mid Yorkshire

Pinderfields

Dr Achyut Guleri
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Consultant clinical scientist appointments – clinical biochemistry
Region

Employing body

Base hospital

East Midlands

Doncaster and Bassetlaw

Doncaster Royal Infirmary Dr Paula M Marchetti

Appointee

North West London

Whittington

Whittington

Dr Michelle Young

Yorkshire and the
Humber

Leeds

across sites

Dr Stephen M Gibbons

Consultant clinical scientist appointments – embrology
Region

Employing body

Base hospital

Appointee

North, Central and East
London

Homerton University

Homerton

Mrs Sophie Bird
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BOOK REVIEW Muscle Biopsy: A Practical
Approach (5th edition)
By Anders Oldfors, Caroline A Sewry and Victor Dubowitz £198.99, 600pp, hardback
Elsevier, 2020
ISBN: 978-0702-07471-4
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Sometime in early 2010, I had my first encounter
with the third edition of this excellent text after
obtaining a copy in a neuropathology quiz at a
EURO–CNS course in Germany. The first edition
goes back to no less than 1973. It is safe to say that
this text has stood the test of time.
The authors continue to use an integrated
clinicopathological
approach
to
the subject area and include a surprisingly
large amount of invaluable information.
The text remains accessible despite the substantial
level of detail and contains a significant amount
of shared learning based on the authors’ extensive
daily experiences and practices.
In the latest edition, illustrations where
possible have been enlarged and grouped together,
which improves the visual appeal. The numerous
illustrations (>600 colour images) are of excellent
quality and meticulously annotated. They remain
a major strength of the book.
As in previous editions, there are a significant number of very helpful summary tables.
These offer invaluable points of reference
in a busy diagnostic setting. The up-to-date
gene tables and the antibody lists with technical information and concise descriptions are
worth highlighting.
The book is divided into two sections and 23
chapters. Section A focuses on the basics of the
muscle biopsy procedure and interpretation
in a comprehensive fashion. This provides the
reader with a firm foundation of the subject prior
to Section B, which is dedicated to individual
diseases.
While the structure of the book and the
sequence of chapters is intuitive and very logical,
the chapter on inflammatory myopathies, for
which muscle biopsies are particularly important, is the second to last chapter and follows
chapters on ion channel disorders and myasthenic syndromes, which are rarely encountered
in daily practice. I can see the dilemma of how to
move this chapter forward without disturbing the
delicate framework of the book, but I wish this
could be achieved without compromise.
Furthermore, I would value an even larger
and more in-depth chapter on the inflammatory
myopathies. These are of course minutiae, which
should not detract from my general opinion that
there is no better text on the subject matter.

In summary, this textbook continues to be
an essential resource for any neuromuscular
pathology service, both for biomedical scientists
in the laboratory and for clinical scientists and
pathologists involved in the reporting process.
The book would be of great benefit to neuropathology and pathology trainees looking to
increase their knowledge in this area, while
myologists, geneticists and radiologists looking
after patients with muscle diseases may find it
enlightening.
Finally, this textbook would benefit scientists
working in a research setting, allowing a holistic
approach to the subject matter and perhaps a
broader understanding of the context of one’s
research.
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Consultant Neuropathologist (Clinical Lead)
Honorary Senior Clinical Lecturer in
Neuropathology
Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust
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BOOK REVIEW Gattuso's Differential Diagnosis
in Surgical Pathology (4th edition)
By Vijaya Reddy, Odile David, Daniel Spitz and Meryl Haber £195.99, 1152pp, paperback
Elsevier, 2021
ISBN: 978-0323-66165-2
Now in its fourth edition, Gattuso’s Differential
Diagnosis in Surgical Pathology provides a succinct
review of the main neoplastic and non-neoplastic
entities encountered in clinical practice. It covers
a complete range of surgical specialties, from eyes
and orbits to soft tissue and bones, introducing
entities in relation to one other in a compare-andcontrast style.
As an ST1, I found the clear writing style easy to
engage with and useful as a bridge between other
more theoretical textbooks and the indispensable
WHO books.
There were often multiple full-colour photographs for the main entities, which were useful
and indicative of what to look for, and the
descriptions were succinct and memorable.
The emphasis of this book was clear – to
provide a basis for considering relevant differentials, including the potential pearls and pitfalls.
It provides these in a list format, in a tone much
like a skilled supervisor at the double-headed
microscope. However, it did not always have
photographs for the entities included in the
differential diagnoses.
Some areas where I would have liked more
detail include being directed to the relevant stage/
grading systems most commonly used in each

entity, and perhaps an introduction or system
for considering the most common biopsies in
each specialty. It does not provide a morphologybased sorting approach to entities and the text
does presume the reader has considered a basic
diagnostic sieve.
A pleasant surprise in this book was the
first chapter in special diagnostic techniques in
surgical pathology, which neatly presented an
overview of light/fluorescence/electron microscopy, immunohistochemistry and molecular
pathology – which are probably most useful for
trainees sitting exams.
Ultimately, I feel this book met a gap across
the most commonly recommended textbooks
and is particularly useful for trainees or general
pathologists.
In some areas, it’s possible that the full breadth
of pathologies that may be encountered are
not represented, but that does not detract from
achieving the simple purpose of this text from the
outset – ‘a non-encyclopaedic compendium of a
wide variety of surgical pathology specimens with
which pathologists are confronted daily’.
Carole Kwon
ST1 Histopathology

BOOK REVIEW A Prescription For Healthy Living
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By Emma Short
Elsevier, 2021

£76.95, 336pp, paperback
ISBN: 978-0128-21573-9

A Prescription for Healthy Living is a guide for
healthcare professionals to aid their patients in
achieving health. It describes itself as evidencebased while presenting the information in a way
that is easily digestible. This is an enormous task,
and the book sets about it reasonably well.
It covers a wide variety of topics that impact
on health, and the authors should be applauded.
Not only are the usual physical aspects of health
promotion such as diet and smoking covered,
but there is a lot of attention paid to psychological wellbeing and socioeconomic factors.
Undoubtedly, this was a herculean task. The
research into these areas can often be contradictory
and difficult to access.
One thing the book does very well is to end
every chapter with a summary box that gives
the takeaway messages for that aspect of health
promotion. These summaries use clear language
formatted in bullet points, which will be useful
for busy clinicians who need quick reminders.

The editors also add an index, which makes
finding specific areas even easier.
I found some of the chapters very illuminating,
such as the one on social prescribing. Similarly,
the large focus placed on things like gratitude,
happiness and the dangers of loneliness was
very eye-opening. These are issues that are not
thought about when one traditionally discusses
health promotion, but the authors do make a good
point of showing how these can have s ignificant
impacts.
The chapters at times did not go into as much
detail as I would have liked, with passing references to research or ideas that could have been
explained. However, each chapter was heavily
referenced, showing the amount of work that the
authors put into compiling their ideas and arguments while encouraging further reading on the
subject. I think this is to be commended.
There were some chapters that introduced
controversial ideas – for example, the chapter on
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acupuncture. Acupuncture has spurred a torrid
discussion over the years in healthcare fields,
with strong views on either side. The author
here presented the benefits of acupuncture and
I wonder whether such a controversial topic
probably deserved more presentation of the arguments on both sides. An example of a chapter that
did this better was the one on fasting, where the
research showing benefits was presented alongside research showing lack of effect. This felt to
me like a more balanced argument.
In summary, A Prescription for Healthy Living
will best serve healthcare professionals when

they need quick reminders of particular areas that
impact on their patients’ health. It could be more
balanced in a few areas and it may not always have
all the detail, but it does a very good job in covering
a wide breadth of topics relevant to all aspects of
health in current times and it does signpost well
to further sources of information.
Nathan Lorde
Specialist Trainee in Chemical Pathology and
Metabolic Medicine
Health Education England, West Midlands

BOOK REVIEW Diagnostic Pathology:
Breast (3rd edition)
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By Susan C Lester and David G Hicks
Elsevier, 2021

£195.99, 784pp, paperback
ISBN: 978-0323-75895-6

I have just recently started my general
histopathology training and was instantly overwhelmed by the amount of information I needed
to memorise just to be able to recognise basic
entities.
In the beginning, one relies heavily on the help
and support of colleagues, tutors and, of course,
books. It is an exciting experience – to open the
crisp pages of a newly published textbook. Especially if it is a part of Diagnostic Pathology, one of
my go-to reference material series. This is the third
edition of Diagnostic Pathology: Breast, five years
since the previous edition – is it worth a read?
There are 12 chapters in the book, starting
with concise normal histology and continuing
with largely expanded outlines of common diagnostic patterns seen in breast pathology. New
overviews of small acinar proliferations and
epithelial/myoepithelial lesions have been introduced to this edition, which were valuable for me
and made it easier to tackle subsequent chapters
about benign and malignant conditions.
The remaining parts have been greatly updated
and expanded, with new illustrations and text.
Each entry is presented following the same
plan – starting with a short summary of the key
facts, then expanded entries about classification,
pathogenesis, clinical presentation and treatment strategies, macro- and microscopic features,
molecular/ancillary tests, and differentials.
These are presented using a bullet-point
notepad structure which, once accustomed to this
format, allows easy, fast browsing. The latter is
perhaps the most important feature of this book
– it is user-friendly and perfect for a quick fact
check while not compromising on thoroughness.
This also holds true in the digital version of the
book. One text column per page (instead of two in
the printed edition) makes it easier for the eyes,

and the ability to zoom into microphotographs is
handy.
Recent advances and successes in molecular pathology and diagnostics resulted in a
new chapter dedicated to prognostic and predictive factors, with overviews of anatomic and
molecular factors, as well as DNA analysis use in
breast pathology, immunotherapy markers and
expression profiling of breast tumours.
High-quality
photomicrographs
deserve
special acknowledgement; well-balanced and
contrasted images allow detailed demonstration
of the variability of immunostains, which is so
frequently observed in clinical practice.
In summary, this is an excellent everyday reference book for everyone starting or continuing
training in breast pathology and will be an invaluable addition to any histopathology library shelf.
And for me personally – yes, it was worth the read.

www.rcpath.org
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Legacies
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The objectives of the College are to develop and
maintain high standards of pathology education, training and research; promote excellence
and advance knowledge in pathology practice; increase the College’s influence through a
clear, coherent, professional voice; and resource
the future of the College.
Financially, the College aims to match activities to projected income. The College is funded
from subscriptions, examinations and related
fees, investment income, grants from outside
bodies and c haritable donations.
Bequests or legacies are always gratefully
received. Leaving a gift to charity in your will is
a very special way of helping to secure the future
for organisations such as the Royal College of
Pathologists. Legacies to the College have the
added benefit of being exempt from inheritance
tax.
An open legacy may be made toward the
general purposes of the College. This is preferred
because it allows the College to apply the funds
donated where the need is greatest at the time
the legacy eventually becomes available. This can
be quite different from the perceived need when
a will is made. However, you may legally oblige
the College to spend the money in a particular
area of College work or for a specific purpose by
making a restricted legacy.
The College undertakes many educational
initiatives. We are actively undertaking an
outreach programme that spreads the awareness
of pathology throughout the UK and abroad. No
other UK college has committed so much time
and resources to the future of our profession.
This will promote the importance of pathology
to the grass roots of this country through schools,
colleges, hospitals and many other sites where
the general public can have access to important
healthcare information.
If we are to safeguard the future of our profession in the face of increasing competition from
other medical and science career opportunities,
it is vital that we commit ourselves to the promotion and awareness of pathology, and continue to
train our young professionals to the very highest
standards.
This public engagement programme will
require financial support from the College for
years to come and we hope very much that we
can build on the tremendous support you have
already given and ask if you would consider
leaving a legacy.
October 2021
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Additions to your existing will can be made
using a ‘Form of codicil’, available on our website.
Alternatively, please write to us and we will be
happy to post you a copy.
Please note that witnesses should be present
when you sign the form, but it should not be
witnessed by a College member or the spouse of
a College member. We recommend consulting a
solicitor or qualified will writer before making
a will; they should give you all the legal and tax
advice that you require.
If you are considering including a legacy to
the College in your will, we would very much
appreciate being informed of your generous act.
To inform us of your bequest or for specific advice
on legacies to the College, please contact me.
Daniel Ross
Chief Executive (daniel.ross@rcpath.org)
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College conferences

10 November 2021

17 November 2021

November
2021

December
2021

To see all 2021 conferences visit our website.
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CPD-accredited events
November
2021

November
2021

November
2021

November
2021

November
2021

November
2021

November
2021
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RCPath CPD-accredited online resources can be found here.
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Pathological Society of
Great Britain and Ireland
The Pathological Society of Great Britain and Ireland offers a wide range of grant schemes.
EDUCATION GRANTS/COMPETITION
Bursaries for undergraduate elective or vacation studies			
(available to Associate Undergraduate Members of the Society)
Education Grant			
Intercalated Degree 			
(available to Associate Undergraduate Members of the Society)
Student Society Bursary Scheme			
(available to Associate Undergraduate Members of the Society)
Undergraduate Essay Competition			
(available to Associate Undergraduate Members of the Society) 			
Jean Shanks/Pathological Society Summer Studentships			

27 February & 28 April
1 April & 1 October
31 March & 1 October
Open
31 August
Extended to 14 September
Open

RESEARCH GRANTS
Best Trainee Research Impact Award			
Best Trainee Research Paper Award			
Consultant’s Pump-Priming Small Grants Scheme			
CRUK/Pathological Society Predoctoral Research Bursary			
			
Cuthbert Dukes Grant
			
Early Career Pathology Research Grant – Hodgkin & Leishmann			
Equipment Scheme			
International Collaborative Award			
PhD Studentship			
Post-Doctoral Collaborative Small Grant			
Trainees Collaborative Small Grant			
Trainees-Clinical Scientist Partnership Grant
Funding Scheme in Morpho-Molecular Pathology			
Trainees’ Small Grants Scheme			
Visiting Fellowships			

1 October
1 October
1 April & 1 October
25 March & 8 September
Extended to 15 September
1 April
1 April & 1 October
1 April & 1 October
1 October
1 October
1 April & 1 October
1 April & 1 October
1 October
1 April & 1 October
1 April & 1 October

TRAVEL GRANTS
Pathological Society Meeting Bursaries for undergraduate			
Travel & Conference Bursaries			

31 May & 31 December
Open			

JEAN SHANKS/PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY (JSPS) RESEARCH GRANTS
Clinical Academic Research Partnership (CARP) 			
Clinical Lecturer Grant			
Clinical Lecturer Support Grant			
Clinical PhD Fellowship			
Intermediate Research Fellowship			
Pre-Doctoral Research Bursary			

1 April & 1 October
1 April & 1 October
1 April & 1 October
1 April & 1 October
1 April & 1 October
1 April & 1 October

			
OTHER GRANTS
Open Scheme
Pathological Society Meetings Bursaries
Public Engagement

1 March, 1 June, 1 September & 1 December
31 May & 31 December
1 March, 1 June, 1 September & 1 December

Full details are available on our website: www.pathsoc.org or from:
Julie Johnstone, Deputy Administrator, Pathological Society of Great Britain and Ireland. E: julie@pathsoc.org
4th Joint Winter Meeting of the Pathological Society & The Royal Society of Medicine
25–26 January 2022 (Blended meeting: option to attend virtually or in-person)
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, grant deadlines may be changed and/or rescheduled. Please refer to our website for updates.

www.pathsoc.org

Dedicated to excellence
and innovation in hospitality

Events @ No 6 are delighted to offer a range
of services to members of the Royal College of
Pathologists. We are an integral part of the team
at 6 Alie Street, providing a bespoke catering,
event management and reception services.
Members and associates of the College are provided with an
exclusive 20% discount on venue hire bookings. We would
be pleased to discuss how we can provide for your personal
and professional meetings and events.
The state of the art facilities provide an ideal environment for
meetings with room capacity ranging up to 210 for lectures
with ample break-out space for larger conferences. The six
different function rooms also mean that any style of event can
be held at 6 Alie Street to suit your requirements, whether
it’s an academic webinar, team away day, filming, fine dining,
private celebrations or special events.
Visit www.eventsatno6.com for more information or to
arrange a show round please contact our dedicated events
team on 020 7451 6705 or email sales@eventsatno6.com.

We look forward to welcoming you to Events @ No 6.

